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SUMMARY

In the framework of the IAEA Extrabudgetary Programme on the safety of WWER
NPPs the accidents during shutdown conditions have been recognized as an important safety
issue.

A topical meeting was organized by the IAEA to exchange information on the
operational occurrences, studies performed and countermeasures taken for the accidents
during shutdown for WWERs, and to define the necessity and directions of the further
activities which may promote the improvement of WWER safety under shutdown conditions.

It was agreed by the participants that the discussion during the meeting in major parts
is relevant to all the WWER designs (i.e. WWER-1000, WWER-440/213 and WWER-
440/230).

It was concluded that the shutdown events represent a considerable contribution to the
number of operational occurrences in WWERs, while both preventive and mitigative
capabilities of the plants are somehow degraded during shutdown regimes. A lack of
systematic and comprehensive approaches for dealing with accidents during shutdown modes
both in reactor design as well as in operation for WWERs exists. This fact resulted, e.g., in
insufficient or unreliable measurement and display of parameters, inadequate justification and
incompleteness of technical specification, EOPs and safety reports, and limited training of
personnel for accident during shutdown conditions. Accidents during shutdown modes have
not been analyzed systematically, and for some accidents, the detailed analyses are still
missing. Applicability of existing computer codes to accident analysis during shutdown mode
is questionable, especially in the case of refuelling with the reactor vessel head removed.

It was recommended that a systematic review of operating experience related to the
shutdown events be performed to check the completeness of the list of initiating events, to
understand phenomenology of accidents, to develop proper methodology of analysis and to
implement adequate countermeasures. Development of guidelines for accident analysis during
shutdown modes is urgently needed. A systematic accident analysis for shutdown modes
should be performed by each plant. Results of such analysis should afterwards be
implemented into technical specifications, emergency operating procedures, hardware
modifications, operator training, etc.



1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. BACKGROUND

Many real events at nuclear power plants, as well as results of a number of
Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) studies for pressurized water reactors (PWRs) have
indicated that the events occurring during shutdown modes contribute essentially to the
overall risk associated with the NPP operation. For instance, Probabilistic Safety Study for
Paluel 1300 MW PWR in France has found the risk of the core damage during shutdown,
representing 70% of the overall risk [1].

In spite of the significant differences between PWR and water cooled, water moderated
energy reactor (WWER) designs, the WWER shutdown operation is similar to PWR in many
aspects, such as inoperability of some safety systems, the broad spectrum of extensive
maintenance work, bypassing of a number of protection and interlock signals, insufficient
and/or unreliable measurements, the increased role of human factor, etc. Therefore one may
expect that for WWER the contribution to the core damage of accident sequences occurring
in shutdown conditions is also comparable to that during power operation.

Safety rules and guidelines in force in WWER operating countries do not contain the
detailed requirements concerning the accident analysis specific for shutdown conditions.
Systematic analyses of the accidents during shutdown conditions have not been done or are
being done and safety analysis reports for many operating WWERs contain only selected
analyses of this kind. Many WWER NPPs are currently not provided with detailed operating
procedures to cope with shutdown accidents, and existing procedures are not supported by
sufficient analytical results.

The problem described above has been identified as a safety issue of Category II in the
IAEA reports "Safety Issues and their Ranking for WWER NPPs" [2] [3]. The present
meeting is the first step specific for WWERs of the IAEA activities to assist the Member
States operating WWER NPPs in improving the shutdown safety.

1.2. OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

The main objectives of the meeting were to exchange information on the operational
occurrences, studies performed and countermeasures taken for the accidents during shutdown
for WWERs, and to define the necessity and directions of the further activities which may
promote the improvement of WWER safety under shutdown conditions.

The consultants have discussed some aspects concerning vulnerability of safety functions
during shutdown conditions, several steps required to perform accident analysis and selected
operational aspects for shutdown conditions. The discussion was supported by an evaluation
of selected operational occurrences.

The consultants have agreed that the discussion during the meeting in major parts is
relevant to all the WWER designs (i.e. WWER-1000, WWER-440/213 and WWER-
440/230). As for the plant conditions, the consultants have agreed to bound the discussion
mainly by the cold shutdown and refuelling modes.



In spite of the above limitations on the scope of the discussion, a number of conclusions
and recommendations made by the meeting are applicable for other shutdown conditions (hot
standby, cooling down, heating up, startup).

Based on the discussion, conclusions and recommendations for further activities have
been formulated. As an urgent matter, the development of special guidelines was proposed
to facilitate the systematic analysis of the accidents which may occur during shutdown
conditions. These guidelines would complement the IAEA guidelines [4] which deal mainly
with power operation conditions.

1.3. STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT

This report provides the conclusions and recommendations of the meeting based on the
papers presented by the consultants and on the discussions which followed the presentations.

Chapter 2 of the report describes briefly the specific aspects of shutdown conditions
with respect to the potential violation of safety functions. During the shutdown, safety
features may be weakened since the shutdown operation requires the switching off of some
equipment important for safety, the breaching of protective barriers, the bypassing of
protection signals, etc.

Accident analysis for shutdown conditions requires specific approach in many aspects
including the definition of the initiating events to be analyzed, initial and boundary conditions
to be applied, acceptance criteria to be met, and computer codes to be used. The detailed
recommendations on all these aspects should be the main contents of the relevant guidelines.
Chapter 3 of the report includes the results of the discussions on these aspects carried out
during the present meeting.

Chapter 4 of the report describes the current status of selected operational aspects for
shutdown conditions at different nuclear power plants. It was pointed out during the meeting
that there are needs to improve the situation in such areas as emergency operating
procedures, technical specifications, instrumentation and others.

During the meeting the consultants have reported about shutdown events at several
nuclear power plants which could potentially, in case of additional failures, lead to the core
damage and/or excessive radioactivity releases. Short descriptions of some of these events
are given in Chapter 5 of this report together with the countermeasures being applied at those
NPPs to cope with the accidents during shutdown conditions.

Finally, Chapter 6 of the report contains the conclusions and recommendations
concerning possible future activities in the area considered at the meeting.

All the papers presented at the meeting are provided in the Appendix to this report.



2. VULNERABILITY OF SAFETY FUNCTIONS DURING SHUTDOWN
CONDITIONS

Approximately 10-20% of total plant life is spent in the shutdown operational modes.
Because the plant is at a so-called safe shutdown state, the operating personnel may be
unaware that high risk exists under shutdown conditions. The risks associated with shutdown
operations can be attributed to:

possibility of low subcriticality margins;

instrumentation and means for controlling the reactor cooling system (RCS) being of
limited scope compared to those in power operating conditions;

some safety systems being partially or totally switched out or isolated; and

containment capability being reduced due to its opening.

Based on defence in depth concept (INSAG-3, Basic Safety Principles of NPPs) during
safe shutdown conditions the following critical safety functions are required to prevent the
fuel cladding as a first protective barrier against damage and consequential radioactivity
release:

maintaining the reactor in safe shutdown conditions (reactivity control);

cooling the reactor core (coolant circulation, coolant inventory control, heat sink
availability, coolant system integrity); and

spent fuel pool cooling.

Maintaining integrity of the fuel cladding is especially important for situations with
reactor and/or containment open.

2.1. MAINTAINING THE REACTOR IN SAFE SHUTDOWN CONDITIONS

Before the cooling down for the refuelling of the WWERs, the boron concentration in
the coolant is increased up to 12g/kg (WWER-440) or 16g/kg (WWER-1000). Taking into
account that the control rods are inserted into the core, this ensures sufficient subcriticality
margin under cold shutdown/refuelling conditions.

However, there could be some equipment failures and/or operator errors which
potentially lead to the decrease of the core subcriticality margin. Unborated (or highly
diluted) water could enter into reactor core from potential external sources such as:

pure water remained in coolant purification ion exchangers after their backwashing;

pure water used during decontamination;

pure water from makeup charging pumps;
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fire extinguishing water (with the reactor pit uncovered) ;

water from hydroaccumulators if they are erroneously filled with unborated or highly
diluted water;

feedwater (main, auxiliary or emergency) injection through the steam generator (SG)
primary collector when the collector head is removed; and

cooling water from leaky heat exchangers.

The general approach to decrease the boron dilution risk is a timely isolation of the
potential sources of unborated water from the primary system.

2.2. COOLING THE REACTOR CORE

The loss of core cooling during reactor shutdown can be initiated by a failure of a
residual heat removal (RHR) function.

Events involving loss of cooling that occur shortly after reactor shutdown may quickly
lead to coolant boiling and the uncovering of fuel if cooling function is not restored.

At WWER NPPs the RHR function is carried out either by the primary RHR systems
(WWER-1000) or secondary RHR systems (WWER-440). For some WWER-440 designs
(Rovno and Mochovce NPPs), both primary and secondary RHR systems are available.

The loss of core cooling function can occur due to:

degradation of primary coolant circulation;
failures of RHR equipment; and
failures of support systems.

The main events which cause the loss of core cooling function due to degradation of
primary coolant circulation, resulting from manipulations during shutdown modes, are:

improper RCS draining, for example, due to erroneously opening drainage valves or
by a malfunction of the letdown line;

erroneous nitrogen injection into the RCS from nitrogen supply system or from the
isolated loops through untight main gate valves (MGVs) (for WWER-440 NPPs); and

primary depressurization following a rapid cooldown leading to a bubble formation in
the RCS.

The main events which cause the loss of core cooling function due to support system
and RHR equipment failures are:

loss of power supply during reactor shutdown conditions; it could be more likely
because of reduced number of power sources;
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loss of component cooling water; it could lead to failures of some safety system
components which perform the core cooling function such as low pressure ECCS
pumps, etc.;

loss of essential service water which leads to the loss of the heat exchanger cooling
capability; and

the failure of components due to RHR pump cavitation, cavitation in control valves and
in the orifices; this is more probable with the primary water level below the hot leg
elevation.

2.3. SPENT FUEL POOL COOLING

There are two different types of fuel pool in WWER NPPs: inside or outside of the
containment. The water level in the spent fuel pool is maintained to minimize dose levels
during fuel handling. The fuel in the pool is cooled by a spent fuel pool cooling system. The
sufficiently low pool coolant temperatures are maintained to prevent coolant boiling and
overheating of the stored fuel, which may cause release of radioactivity. The time until fuel
damage will occur is relatively long, depending on the water inventory and the quantity of
the spent fuel stored in the pool. The most sensitive case is when the entire reactor core is
removed into the spent fuel pool during reactor pressure vessel inspections.

Various failures may take place with regard to spent fuel pool cooling during power
operation, but, in addition, the following failures may occur during reactor shutdown
conditions:

loss of the spent fuel pool cooling trains when one of them is disabled for electrical and
I&C maintenance;

degradation of protective barriers in cases where the containment is open;

possibility of losing water inventory via cavity and/or RCS and its interconnected
systems; and

transportation of heavy loads across the spent fuel pool.

2.4. CONFINING THE RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS

At the planned shutdown for refuelling and maintenance, the potential sources of
radioactivity releases are located in the reactor core and in the spent fuel pool, both in the
fuel itself as well as in the contaminated coolant.

The containment status is different for various shutdown conditions and varies from
plant to plant. Some plants have the containments closed for conditions other than refuelling,
others have not. The operability of the containment spray system is not required during cold
shutdown and refuelling. The containment isolation instrumentation is not required to be
operable. The containment capability can therefore be degraded.

For a loss of RHR with a reduced reactor coolant inventory the time for heating the
core to boiling is comparatively short depending on the WWER types. Once boiling begins,
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the reactor vessel water level decreases with a possibility of uncovering the fuel assemblies.
Finally, the fuel damage may occur if the situation continues, and with the degraded
containment, the radioactivity can be released into the environment.

The main contributors to the risk of a large fission product release into the environment
are equipment and personnel locks of the containment. Confining the radioactive materials
within the containment can be achieved by the timely closing of the containment before an
unacceptable radioactive release occurs.

3. ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

3.1 PLANT OPERATIONAL STATES AND CONDITIONS

For WWER reactors six basic operational modes are defined which differ in operational
parameters, and in status of equipment. Generally, these modes are plant specific.

The mode 1 (power operation) and mode 2 (zero power operation) are consistently
defined for all types of WWERs and are adequately covered by the existing safety analyses.
Sufficient guidance exists for performing these analyses, development of emergency operating
procedures and conduct of probabilistic safety assessments.

The mode 3 (hot shutdown) and mode 4 (intermediate shutdown) are defined less
consistently. For the mode 3 and partially for the mode 4 the automatic signals are active for
WWER-1000 plants, but for most WWER-440 plants the automatic safety signals are
disabled during operation in the mode 4.

Safety analyses have not been systematically performed for these two modes, but the
physical behaviour and the consequences of the accidents during these modes are more or
less similar to those analyzed for power operation. Certain exceptions were identified, for
example, pressure tests with RCS solid.

Definition of the mode 5 (cold shutdown) is based on either brittle fracture temperature
or certain RCS temperature allowing primary RHR system operation. Such broad definition
covers various plant states which differ from the point of view of potential initiating events,
instrumentation/equipment availability, plant configuration, etc. An attempt was made in Paks
NPP technical specifications (TS) to split the mode 5 into several specific submodes with
different TS requirements. The same problem with possibly different plant parameters (e.g.,
RCS temperature) and states was identified for the mode 6 (refuelling or maintenance
shutdown) as well.

A review of the requirements of existing technical specifications on the availability of
safety systems and instrumentation for the modes 5 and 6 reveals that the existence of only
two modes defined for operational regimes with a coolant temperature below brittle fracture
temperature (except in Paks NPP) does not reflect the big differences in susceptibility to
initiating events and different specific requirements concerning control and instrumentation.
Existing TS requirements for the modes 5 and 6 are in principle the same. Acceptability of
such requirements should be analyzed and modifications made if necessary.

The experts participating in the meeting agreed, for the time being, to concentrate on
the modes 5 and 6 with the aim of defining certain plant operational states (POS) within these
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two modes which have similar features, system requirements and vulnerabilities to initiating
events, and for which a common approach can be used afterwards.

The following characteristic POSs can be identified for WWER-440 units as submodes
of the mode 5 and 6 respectively, keeping in mind that due to lower brittle fracture
temperature or specific restrictions in using steam dump during the cool down phase, certain
POSs for certain plants may not be relevant.

POS 1 RCS temperature below brittle fracture temperature, RCS tight, RCS pressure
between the atmospheric and 3.5 MPa, heat removed by dumping steam into
condenser or into atmosphere, RCS full, nitrogen or steam blanket in pressurizer
(PRZR), heatup or cooldown.
Safety concerns: reactivity insertion, loss of inventory, cold overpressure due to
mass addition, loss of heat sink.

POS 2 RCS temperature below brittle fracture temperature, RCS tight, RCS pressure
between atmospheric and 3.5 MPa, heat removed by dumping steam into
technological condenser, RCS full, nitrogen or steam blanket in PRZR, heatup or
cooldown.
Safety concerns: reactivity insertion, loss of inventory, cold overpressure due to
mass addition, loss of heat sink.

POS 3 RCS temperature below brittle fracture temperature, RCS tight, RCS pressure
between atmospheric and 3.5 MPa, heat removed by secondary RHR system in
water-water mode, RCS full, nitrogen blanket in PRZR, heatup or cooldown.
Safety concerns: reactivity insertion, loss of inventory, cold overpressure due to
mass addition, loss of core cooling, loss of heat sink.

POS 4 RCS temperature below brittle fracture temperature, RCS tight, RCS pressure
greater than atmospheric, heat removed by secondary RHR system, RCS water
solid, leaktightness tests (0.5 MPa or 3.4 MPa).
Safety concerns: reactivity insertion, loss of inventory, cold overpressure due to
energy addition, loss of core cooling, loss of heat sink.

POS 5 RCS temperature below refuelling limit, RCS venting lines open, RCS
atmospheric pressure, heat removed by secondary RHR system, RCS level above
the reactor vessel flange.
Safety concerns: reactivity insertion, loss of inventory, cold overpressure due to
mass addition, loss of core cooling, loss of heat sink.

POS 6 RCS temperature below refuelling limit, atmospheric pressure, reactor vessel
flange unsealed or reactor vessel head is being or is removed, heat removed by
secondary RHR, RCS level below reactor vessel flange (RVF).
Safety concerns: reactivity insertion, loss of core cooling, loss of heat sink, loss
of inventory, heavy load drop.

POS 7 RCS temperature below refuelling limit, atmospheric pressure, reactor vessel head
removed, heat removed by secondary RHR system, reactor cavity (RC) and spent
fuel pool (SFP) separated, level in RC above the main vessel flange, drainage or
filling.
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Safety concerns: reactivity insertion, loss of core cooling, loss of heat sink, loss
of inventory, heavy load drop, loss of spent fuel pool cooling.

POS 8 RCS temperature below refuelling limit, atmospheric pressure, heat removed by
secondary RHR system and by spent fuel cooling system, reactor cavity and spent
fuel pool interconnected, level maintained in RC and in the spent fuel at
maximum, refuelling activities.
Safety concerns: reactivity insertion, loss of core cooling, loss of heat sink, heavy
load drop, loss of spent fuel pool cooling.

POS 9 Some RCS loops isolated from reactor and drained for maintenance, heat removed
by secondary RHR system through preselected loops.
Safety concerns: reactivity insertion, loss of core cooling, loss of heat sink, loss
of inventory, heavy load drop.

POS 10 RCS temperature below refuelling limit, atmospheric pressure, all fuel removed
from reactor to spent fuel pool, heat removed by spent fuel pool cooling, reactor
empty, level in the spent fuel pool (SFP) at maximum value or decreased to
nominal value.
Safety concerns: loss of heat sink, heavy load drop, loss of spent fuel pool
cooling.

Typical reactor coolant parameters and safety system/instrumentation availability for above
defined WWER-440 operational states are given in Table I and Table II. Among systems,
information on available number of low-pressure injection pumps (LPI) is provided.
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TABLE I. TYPICAL REACTOR COOLANT PARAMETERS AND RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL MODE FOR THE PLANT
OPERATIONAL STATES OF WWER-440 NPPS

POS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

RCS t(avg)

t < tBFT

t < tBFT

t < tBFT

t < tBFT

* ^ ^refuel

* ^- .̂refuel

• ^ *refuel

t < trefilel

* ^ j-refuel

-

RCS pressure

Patm < P

Patm < P

Patm < P

0,5 < p < 3.5 MPa

Parni

p.^, reactor open

p ^ , reactor open

p ^ , reactor open

p ^ , reactor open

Reactor fully unloaded and empty

RCS inventory

full, N2 or steam in pressurizer

full, N2 or steam in pressurizer

full, N2 in pressurizer

water solid

>RVFbut< full

below RVF

< RC full
RC-SFP separated

RC-SFP full
and connected

some loop(s) isolated

SFP full

Heat removal

steam dump

steam-water secondary RHR

water-water secondary RHR

water-water secondary RHR

water-water secondary RHR

water-water secondary RHR

water-water secondary RHR

water-water secondary RHR
SFP cooling

water-water secondary RHR

RHR only by SFP cooling
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TABLE II. TYPICAL SYSTEM AND INSTRUMENTATION AVAILABILITY FOR THE PLANT OPERATIONAL STATES OF WWER-
440 NPPS

POS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

in-core measurements

available

available

available

available or reduced

reduced

not available

temporary thermometer

temporary thermometer

reduced

not available

level measurements

IPRZR

ipRZR

ipRZR

ipRZR

'pRZR

IPRZR' IRE

*PRZR> 'RE

ipRZR' W P

' P R Z R

'sFP

RCPs

available

available

available

not available

not available

not available

not available

not available

not available

not available

loops in operation

according to TS

according to TS

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

-

safety systems

2LPI

2LPI

2LPI

2LPI

2LPI

2LPI

2LPI

2LPI

2LPI

-
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For WWER-1000 units the following POSs can be defined:

POS 1 RCS temperature below 150°C, RCS tight, pressure between the atmospheric and
3.5 MPa, heat removed by dumping steam, RCS full, nitrogen blanket in PRZR,
heatup or cooldown.
Safety concerns: reactivity insertion, loss of inventory, cold overpressure due to
mass addition.

POS 2 RCS temperature below 150°C, RCS tight, pressure between atmospheric and 3.5
MPa, heat removed by RHR system, RCS full, nitrogen blanket in PRZR, heatup
or cooldown.
Safety concerns: reactivity insertion, loss of inventory, cold overpressure due to
mass addition, loss of core cooling, loss of heat sink.

POS 3 RCS temperature below 150°C, RCS tight, pressure greater than atmospheric, heat
removed by RHR system, RCS water solid.
Safety concerns: reactivity insertion, loss of inventory, cold overpressure due to
energy addition, loss of core cooling, loss of heat sink.

POS 4 RCS temperature below refuelling limit (60'C), RCS venting lines open, RCS
atmospheric pressure, heat removed by RHR system, RCS level above the reactor
vessel flange (RVF).
Safety concerns: reactivity insertion, loss of inventory, cold overpressure due to
mass addition, loss of core cooling, loss of heat sink.

POS 5 RCS temperature refuelling limit, atmospheric pressure, reactor vessel flange
unsealed or reactor vessel head is being or is removed, heat removed by RHR
system, RCS level below main vessel flange.
Safety concerns: reactivity insertion, loss of core cooling, loss of heat sink, loss
of inventory, heavy load drop.

POS 6 RCS temperature below refuelling limit, atmospheric pressure, reactor vessel head
removed, heat removed by RHR system, RC and SFP separated, level in RC
above the main vessel flange, drainage or filling.
Safety concerns: reactivity insertion, loss of core cooling, loss of heat sink, loss
of inventory, heavy load drop.

POS 7 RCS temperature below refuelling limit, atmospheric pressure, heat removed by
RHR system and by spent fuel cooling system, RC and SFP level maintained at
maximum, refuelling activities.
Safety concerns: reactivity insertion, loss of core cooling, loss of heat sink, heavy
load drop, loss of spent fuel pool cooling.

POS 8 RCS temperature below refuelling limits, atmospheric pressure, heat removed by
RHR system, RCS level between hot and cold legs to enable RCPs or SGs
maintenance.
Safety concerns: reactivity insertion, loss of core cooling, loss of heat sink, loss
of inventory, heavy load drop.
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POS 9 RCS temperature below refuelling limit, atmospheric pressure, all fuel removed
from reactor to SFP, heat removed by SFP, cooling, reactor empty, level in the
SFP decreased to nominal value.
Safety concerns: reactivity insertion, loss of heat sink, heavy load drop, loss of
spent fuel pool cooling.
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Typical reactor coolant parameters and safety system/instrumentation availability for above defined WWER-1000 operational states are given
in Table III and Table IV.

TABLE III. TYPICAL REACTOR COOLANT PARAMETERS AND RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL MODE FOR THE PLANT
OPERATIONAL STATES OF WWER-1000 NPPS

POS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

RCS t(avg)

t < 150°C

t < 150°C

t < 150°C

t < 60°C

t < 60°C

t < 60°C

t < 60°C

t < 60°C

t < 60°C

RCS pressure

> Patm

> Patm

> Paun

Patm

Pan,, reactor open

Paun, reactor open

p ^ , reactor open

p ^ , reactor open

reactor fully unloaded
and empty

RCS level

full, N2or steam in pressurizer

full, N2or steam in pressurizer

full

< full

below RVF

< RC full

RCfull

maintenance or hot leg drained

SFP full

heat removal

steam dump

RHR system

RHR system

RHR system

RHR system

RHR system

RHR system and
SFP cooling system

RHR system

SFP cooling system
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TABLE IV. TYPICAL REACTOR COOLANT PARAMETERS FOR THE PLANT OPERATIONAL STATES OF WWER-1000 NPPS

POS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

in-core measurements

available

available

available

available

reduced

reduced

reduced

reduced

reduced

level measurements

1PRZR, RVLIS

1PRZR, RVLIS

1PRZR) RVLIS

1PRZR, RVLIS

ipRZR

ipRZR

ipRZR' isFP

'PRZR

'SFP

RCPs

available

available

not available

not available

not available

not available

not available

not available

not available

safety system

2 LPI

1 LPI

1 LPI

1 LPI

1 LPI, 1HPI

1 LPI, 1HPI

1 LPI, 1HPI

1 LPI, 1HPI

1 spray pump
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3.2. INITIATING EVENTS, THEIR GROUPING AND CATEGORIZATION

The term "initiating event" is understood as a case, which directly or indirectly
challenges critical safety functions requiring protective actions (automatic or manual) to limit
or to prevent the undesired consequences. By limitation of consequences can be meant
limitation of damage to the plant equipment, plant personnel or to the environment.

The most decisive limitation is imposed on radioactive releases, therefore potential
radioactivity sources under shutdown conditions have to be considered. These sources include
radioactivity contained mainly in the spent fuel, in the reactor core, as well as in the spent
fuel pool.

Barriers preventing release of radioactivity can be damaged due to one or by a
combination of the following reasons:

excessive heating up of the fuel;
excessive overpressurization of the RCS and systems connected to it; and
mechanical impact by a foreign object or by a system.

The largest spectrum of scenarios has to be considered for cases with excessive heat-up.
The heat-up is resulting from an imbalance between heat production in the reactor core or
in the spent fuel pool and its removal by the RHR system or by any other backup system.
For largest variety of potential damages, the main attention is focused on the reactor core.

For shutdown conditions, with the reactor initially subcritical and decay heat from the
core removed by the RHR system, the imbalance may occur due to:

reactivity events leading to excessive heat production, due to e.g. misplaced fuel
assemblies or due to boron dilution; and

degradation of heat removal by a number of potential reasons, such as:

• reduced coolant inventory;
• closure of valves on the primary side;
• degraded cooling on the secondary side; and
• formation of steam/gas bubbles in the upper parts of the primary circuit, etc.

Development of a comprehensive list of all initiating events is a complicated and
lengthy task requiring iteration between PSA studies and deterministic analysis of accidents.
Level of details may vary according to individual expert opinion or according to the purpose
of the list. A number of criteria can be used for the grouping of events.

Table V provides one of the possibilities, which was considered as adequate by experts
who participated in the meeting.
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TABLE V. LIST OF INITIATING EVENTS

1. Reactivity accidents

1.1. Boron dilution by injection of non-borated water by charging pumps
1.2. Incorrect connection of a non-operable loop with non-borated water
1.3. Incorrect operation of the coolant purification system
1.4. Boron dilution by injection of non-borated water from leaky heat exchangers
1.5. Boron dilution due to mixing with low-borated water from separated parts of the

primary system (pressurizer, accumulators)
1.6. Addition of water from fire extinguishing system into the open reactor vessel

2. LOCA

2.1. Primary system LOCAs (various sizes)
2.2. Interfacing system LOCAs
2.3. Primary to secondary system leaks

3. Loss of RHR due to degradation of primary coolant circulation

3.1. Improper RCS draining
3.2. Non-condensible gases injection into the RCS (including leakage from an isolated

loop)
3.3. Depressurization following a rapid cooldown leading to a bubble formation in the

RCS

4. Loss of RHR due to support system failures

4.1. Loss of power supply
4.2. Loss of component cooling water

5. Loss of RHR due to equipment failures

5.1. Loss of LPI pumps acting as primary RHR pumps in WWER-1000 and some
WWER-440 designs

5.2. Inadvertent blockage of the flow through primary circulation loop (closure of the
main gate valves, foreign objects in the RCS)

5.3. Loss of flow through the technological condenser for WWER-440 design (e.g. loss
of secondary RHR pumps, closure of main steam valves, etc.)

5.4. Loss of essential service water system
5.5. Instrumentation and control system failures

6. Overpressurization of the primary system

6.1. Inadvertent startup of HPI pumps
6.2. Imbalance between RCS letdown and makeup
6.3. Inadvertent alignment of accumulators to the primary system
6.4. Inadvertent switching-on of pressurizer heaters
6.5. Mass or energy addition to the RCS under water solid conditions
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7. Spent fuel pool cooling events

7.1. Reduced coolant inventory in the spent fuel pool

7.2. Loss of cooling of the spent fuel pool (for different modes of refuelling outages)

8. Damage of spent fuel during reloading operations

8.1. Inadvertent withdrawal of the spent fuel assembly together with reactor internals
8.2. Damage to the fuel assembly by the refuelling machine

8.3. Drop of the spent fuel assembly into the reactor or into the fuel pool

9. Heavy load drop accidents

9.1. Drop of heavy load (e.g. vessel head) into the reactor vessel

9.2. Drop of heavy load into the fuel pool

10. Internal hazards

10.1. Fires due to electric equipment failures
10.2. Fires due to oil spill-out or the presence of other combustible materials
10.3. Internal floodings
The following comments are worthwhile to be added to the list of events:

1. A list of events may develop in time due to accumulated operational experience, better
knowledge of accidents, or simply due to a required higher level of details. Therefore,
the list of initiating events provided in the Table V should be considered more as a list
of examples than an exhaustive list of events.

2. Main criterion for the grouping of events was a similar phenomenology of accident
scenarios and, to a large extent, the same methodology which is used for the analysis.

3. Individual events are often relevant only to one of the plant operational states or only
to some specific reactor designs. Here the intent was to provide a more general list
applicable for all WWERs and for all plant operational states under consideration with
the responsibility of the analyst to decide whether a certain event is relevant or not.

4. Certain events relevant generally for shutdown modes are not included in the Table due
to selection and limitation by experts. Only such modes are considered here for which
the reactor is safely shut down, partially cooled down and decay heat removal already
started by means of any kind of RHR system.

5. Events with control rod withdrawals which are usually considered for zero reactor
power are not included in the Table due to the following reasons:

manipulation with control rods is not usual during shutdown modes under consideration

due to sufficient subcriticality of the reactor, a rod withdrawal would not need any
special action to prevent unacceptable consequences

such event are already mostly covered by existing analysis and documentation
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6. Potential for LOCAs due to high stresses under pressure (except cold
overpressurization) is considerably lower than in power operation. There is, however,
higher probability of the primary system integrity damage due to e.g. heavy load drop
or different kinds of maintenance and testing.

7. Risk due to heavy load drop accidents and damage of fuel during reload is caused
mainly by mechanical impact by foreign objects (except 8.1 which is due to potential
overheating).

8. Internal events included in the group 10 are meant mainly as precursors for common
cause failures leading to degraded residual heat removal.

9. In the analysis of the spent fuel pool cooling events, it should be taken into account that
conditions are rather different for different designs, e.g. either WWER-440 with the
pool located in the reactor hall, outside the containment or WWER-1000 with the pool
inside the containment. The conditions also vary substantially according to the amount
of spent fuel removed from the core during reloading.

10. External events (e.g. storms, earthquakes, airplane crashes) are not included in the
Table. Their phenomenological behaviours do not differ from the full power conditions.
Only the NPP response may be different.

3.3. ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The accident analysis for shutdown conditions should be performed to confirm that the
plant is capable of coping with the initiating event without violation of the acceptable safety
limits.

Acceptance criteria are finally aimed at preventing damage of the barriers against an
uncontrolled release of radioactivity. For shutdown conditions these criteria can, however,
differ from those used for full power operation.

The barriers against the radioactivity releases are weakened during the shutdown
conditions. This fact leads to the requirement of more restrictive criteria to be applied. On
the other hand, the plant is normally in power operation during most of the year and is
placed in shutdown conditions for only one or two months. Certain initiating events can occur
only in specific plant operational states which, based on the schedule of the shutdown
activities, can last only several hours or several days. This may justify the best estimate
approach to be applied for some cases in performing the analysis rather than the conservative
approach.

There are no adequate bases at the moment to evaluate the probability of the initiating
events for shutdown conditions. It is proposed, therefore, to provide only one set of the
acceptance criteria generally to be considered for all analyzed cases. Furthermore, it will be
needed to select criteria for individual events applying more stringent requirements for more
frequent events.

The results of the analyses should be compared with the acceptance criteria to confirm
that an acceptable level of safety is ensured.
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Because acceptable results for most of the cases can not be achieved without operator
intervention, input information such as, how long it takes for the operator to diagnose the
event or how long it takes to ensure proper corrective actions, or whether the equipment
needed for restoration of safe plant state is available or not etc., should be defined before the
analyses are started. Respective requirements should be specified in guidelines, which are
recommended to be developed as soon as possible.

The applicable acceptance criteria for shutdown accidents can be defined as follows:

1. Subcriticality of the fuel in the reactor and in the spent fuel pool shall be maintained
(in the whole system or locally).

2. Fuel cladding damage shall be limited, and coolable geometry of the fuel shall be
maintained.

3. Acceptable limits for releases of radioactivity, individual and collective doses shall not
be exceeded.

4. The structural limits affecting reactor vessel integrity shall not be violated.

5. The structural limits affecting RCS boundary and connected systems shall not be
violated.

6. Unco very of the fuel in the reactor and in the spent fuel pool shall not occur.

7. Coolant temperature in the core and spent fuel pool should be limited or coolant boiling
should be avoided.

8. Structural damage of the fuel should be limited.

9. Time margin to recovery and mitigative actions by operator should be sufficient.

As already stated, selection should be made of the above given criteria for individual
events. Not all of them are relevant for all initiating events, e.g. criteria no. 2 can hardly
apply for heavy load drop accidents, while criteria nos. 3 and 8 are fully applicable.
Criterion no. 4 is a decisive one for all cold overpressurization events. Protection of the fuel
cladding against damage can be ensured by selection and/or combination of criteria nos. 2,
5, 6, 7, etc.

Selection of criteria as well as specification of their quantitative values shall be the
responsibility of the national regulatory body based on a proposal prepared by the designer.

3.4. SPECIFIC EFFECTS TO BE CONSIDERED AND COMPUTER CODES FOR
ANALYSIS

Several different computer codes are used for standard design basis accidents (DBA)
analysis, i.e. for initiating events occurring at power operational mode from full power to
hot shutdown conditions. The selection of the codes is consistent with the scope of the
analyses. The extension of the use of these codes to the analyses of initiating events occurring
in cold shutdown initial states or in the transition process to reach them is possible, but
attention should be paid to some new aspects of the analyses specific to these states.
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A first group of initiating events occurring in the modes 3 and 4 can be easily coped
with due to their similarity with standard DBA. Assumption for the analysis are, however,
different due to the possible lack of protection and automatic signal, and also because safety
systems can be switched off or isolated.

From this point of view, the same computer codes to cover the above indicated group
of events may be applicable. Most physical correlations are qualified in a wide range and so
can be also used for the new foreseen initial states. Nevertheless, the range of their validity
should be checked carefully, and moreover, some improvements may be required, e.g.
relative to:

heat exchange limits of natural circulation due to low heat residual power;

mixing effect of boron in natural circulation: weight coefficients between loops to
define boron concentration or dilution at the entrance to the core usually have been
calculated for situations when all reactor coolant pumps (RCP) are running. Such
coefficients should be elaborated for mechanical non-equilibrium situations and also for
low primary mass flowrate which is typical during natural circulation;

transport effect of water by steam at low pressure: interfacial friction correlation
between steam and water are supposed to be well known for high-pressure states in
different two phase flow regimes. Their range of validity should be checked and/or
extended to low pressure particularly for water transport; and

qualification of SG water reflux in WWER-1000 plants, as an emergency tool for
cooling.

Examples of computer codes available at present for WWER reactors are such well-
known codes like RELAP5, TRAC-PF, CATHARE, ATHLET, DINAMICA, etc. Certain
problems may arise from the initialization of a shutdown steady state by such codes. These
codes may also fail to model free water level when the reactor vessel head is removed, which
is important from the natural circulation aspect.

A second group of initiating events is related to cold shutdown initial states. Regarding
computer codes, the main problems are related to their modelling capacity, database
information, and their ability to take into account non-condensible gases. Validity of
correlations used in these codes also shall be checked for corresponding parameters.

In cold shutdown conditions, new models of the primary circuit may be needed due to
the fact that loops can be isolated, or holes (man way) can be intentionally opened at
pressurizer or steam generators and that the free water level when the vessel head is
removed. Moreover, in WWER-1000 reactors, RHR system is placed in the primary side.
Therefore, intermediate water level in hot leg may exist under shutdown conditions for those
plants. For such initiating states, detailed modelling is needed. This could possibly be done
by codes with a sufficiently modular structure. Sensitivity to the nodalization selected should
be checked.

Attention should be paid to input data with regard to pressure differences developing
in the primary circuit for the initial states during shutdown conditions. Pressure differences
are of high importance in determining flow rates and water levels in the loops.
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The presence of non-condensible gases modifies the physical process during these
shutdown modes. Nitrogen can accumulate in some parts of the primary circuit and lead to
unexpected repressurization. So system computer codes should be capable of taking non-
condensible gases into account. An alternative solution is the development of simplified codes
specific for certain situations (e.g. Cruise code at Paks NPP). Such codes, however, may fail
to cover some unexpected physical effects.

As for the computer codes for radiological release evaluation, containment calculations,
neutron kinetics, assessment of pressurized thermal shocks and stresses on primary and
secondary internals, further specific development for shutdown conditions is not generally
needed. Nevertheless, attention should be paid to modelling for the containment with
negligible pressure difference between its internal volume and the atmosphere.

Plant specific input data are required for an adequate modelling of the containment to
calculate fire propagation effects.

4. SELECTED OPERATIONAL ASPECTS FOR SHUTDOWN CONDITIONS

4.1. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The technical specifications of WWER reactors cover the operational modes 5 (cold
shutdown) and 6 (refuelling) requirements on individual systems' availability and component
unavailability duration. Most of the technical specifications have been developed by the
operating organizations. The structure and the content are corresponding to the internationally
accepted practice, but in most cases the analysis, explanations and justifications are not
available. The limits and conditions for operation, as well as for the required verification and
testing are based upon the operator engineering judgement and the available supplier's
documents. Requirements on the important safety systems and equipments are included in the
technical specifications, but they vary from plant to plant (e.g. the number of available trains
of safety systems during shutdown). There is a lack of systematic and consistent approach.
Some systems or equipments may be required without sufficient justification and some others
which may be necessary are not required.

To achieve the consistency of limits and conditions for the shutdown modes, a
systematic revision of TS is needed. The following areas should be covered by clearly
specified requirements on:

outage planning and control programme;

reactor coolant loops, decay heat removal, component cooling water, service water and
the ultimate heat sink;

emergency core cooling, the refuelling water storage tank, and low temperature
overpressure protection;

power sources: on-site and off-site with a possible provision for augmentative power
sources; and

containment integrity, containment spray and cooling, and hydrogen ignition.
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In addition to revision of certain technical specifications, other actions to ensure safety
during shutdown conditions should include the following:

ensure that a fire would not prevent the capability of removing decay heat; and

improve instrumentation capability to monitor reactor coolant temperature, pressure,
and level.

4.2. EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES

At present, specific emergency operating procedures (EOP) for shutdown modes are
not available in many plants. No special attention has been paid to these modes (modes 5 and
6) and accidents during these modes have not been adequately considered. There is a general
operating procedure concerning shutdown and startup processes, but the procedure contains
only the objectives of activities to be carried out and the measures to be taken at different
states and transitions between them. Completion and modifications in operating and
emergency procedures, taking into account important accident initiating events and human
failures are needed.

In some plants, practical improvements in emergency operating procedures have already
been implemented. As an example, there are three chapters included in the Paks NPP
emergency operating procedures devoted to:

total loss of off-site power when the primary coolant temperature is less than 150'C;
deterioration of natural circulation; and
inadvertent boron dilution of the primary coolant.

Besides that, one chapter in the normal operating procedure at the shutdown operation
section is dedicated to a regime with two trains of safety systems unavailability.

The procedures have been developed by the operators with consideration of the
experiences and lessons learned from the events occurred. However, they lack the
justification and possibly reflect the present inadequate limits and conditions. The most
difficult problems are that the hardware design did not consider these events systematically
and there are no protections, interlocks and even signals provided in most cases to cope with
the anomalies (e.g. during loss of natural circulation). The conditions and initial status of the
plant can vary in a wide range due to the great deal of maintenance work to be carried out
simultaneously (e.g. in the I&C, electrical and mechanical equipments); this fact shall be
adequately reflected in operating procedures.

4.3. SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORTS

The contents of the safety report, the list of events covered, as well as the quality of
analysis have developed considerably in recent years due to both the initiative of utilities, as
well as more stringent regulatory requirements. In spite of the positive development, the
reports are by far neither systematic nor complete regarding the shutdown conditions point
of view.
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Standard safety reports of WWER plants are mostly devoted to accidents occurring
during power operation with some exceptions, where zero-power-hot states of the plant were
selected as conservative initial conditions.

A comprehensive review of the scope of accident analysis carried out for WWER-
440/213 reactors has been presented in the IAEA document [5]. The following initiating
events at zero power were considered (not necessarily for all NPPs):

uncontrolled withdrawal of a control rod group during startup;

control rod ejection;

control rod withdrawal during refuelling (Loviisa and Paks NPPs only).

uncontrolled decrease of a boron concentration in the reactor coolant;

sudden release of the boron deposited on reactor internals (Dukovany NPP only);

inadvertent loading and operation of a fuel assembly in an improper position (Loviisa,
Paks and Mochovce NPPs);

large break loss of coolant accident during shutdown;

main steam line rupture; and

main steam header rupture.

There are also several cases considered under the group of fuel handling accidents, as
follows:

erroneous loading into the core of a fuel assembly with maximum enrichment
(Dukovany, Paks and Mochovce NPPs);

deterioration of natural circulation during refuelling (AGNES analysis);

flooding of the spent fuel pool with clean water (Bohunice and Paks NPPs);

erroneous loading of the fresh fuel assembly with maximum enrichment to the spent
fuel pool (Paks NPP);

flooding of the spent fuel transport container with clean water (Paks NPP);

erroneous loading of the fresh fuel assembly with maximum enrichment to the transport
container for spent fuel (Mochovce and Paks NPPs);

inadvertent withdrawal of a fuel assembly from the spent fuel pool (Bohunice NPP);

loss of cooling of the spent fuel pool (Kola, Bohunice, Dukovany and Paks NPPs);

loss of water from the spent fuel pool (Paks, Dukovany and Bohunice NPPs);
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reduction of cooling for cases with damaged fuel assemblies (Paks NPP);

drop of the spent fuel assembly in the air and under water (except Paks NPP);

drop of the box with fresh fuel assemblies under water (Bohunice, Dukovany and
Mochovce NPPs);

drop of the container with fresh fuel assemblies in the air (Dukovany and Mochovce
NPPs); and

drop of the container with spent fuel assemblies under water (except Loviisa and Kola
NPPs).

Some accidents due to external events under shutdown conditions are also covered.

By a simple comparison of the above given review with the list of initiating events
proposed in section 3.2., it may be concluded that there is an absence of a systematic
approach to the analysis of events occurring during shutdown modes in general and during
modes 5 and 6 in particular. Several accidents which already occurred several times in the
operation of WWERs have not been analyzed at all. A very similar situation like that of
WWER-440/213 reactors exists also for other WWER reactor designs.

A systematic analysis of initiating events occurring during shutdown operational modes
is therefore required to be included into safety reports. Elaboration of corresponding
guidelines for performing such analysis is urgently needed. A simple analogy with guidelines
for accidents during power operation is not workable. As some of the safety functions are
already degraded prior to an incident, single failure criterion can be applied only with major
difficulties for situations with a reduced number of safety trains, acceptance criteria required
for situations with non-isolated containment may be different, etc. Both conservative and
best-estimate analyses are needed for various purposes.

Consequently, technical specifications and emergency operating procedures which
should be directly related to accident analysis, will require an effort for their completion and
improvements.

4.4. INSTRUMENTATION

For many plants, there are no technical specifications requiring operability of
instrumentation vital for adequate control of the unit parameters in the operational modes 5
and 6, with the exception of basic measurements necessary for control of refuelling and for
fire and radiation protection. For example: the operability of computerized information
system is required only in modes 1 -4 , in-core measurements of temperature and neutron
flux are required only in modes 1-2, post-accident monitoring of parameters only in modes
1-2 and the operability of instrumentation and control devices situated at the remote control
room is required only in modes 1-4. Nevertheless, during short outages for repair the
operability of full instrumentation may be maintained for practical reasons. In special cases
a long-term unavailability of important instrumentation in accordance with limits and
conditions requires that the reactor is cooled down into mode 5, although every change in
operational mode of the plant places additional challenge to reliability and redundancy of
measurements of basic parameters.
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On the other hand, if the unit was transferred into the mode 5, as a part of shut down
procedure for refuelling, the operability of instrumentation may be severely reduced, based
on practical considerations of maintenance personnel organizing an outage. The maximum
reduction in redundancy of the essential power supply systems (category I and II) is that one
system is put out of operation together with one-out-of-two trains of the 220V DC power
supply system. The partial loss of 220V DC power supply system can result in the
inoperability of the plant computer and of part of the I&C units.

As a corrective measure after events with deterioration of natural circulation which
occurred in the past, the operability of some in-core temperature measurement is required.
This measurement is put in place only shortly before the draining of the reactor vessel, with
the intention of providing additional means to identify the deterioration of natural circulation.
Afterwards, the measurement is dismantled.

In general, during refuelling there is a large safety margin between the required
operability of instrumentation systems according to technical specifications and the operability
that is really needed. On the other hand, the influence of human factor on safety is high. The
coordination of repairs and maintenance actions during outages is often not optimized with
respect to safety considerations, even if technical specifications or similar requirements are
fulfilled.

Some measurements, like in-core thermocouples, are calibrated for power operation
and, consequently, their precision in low temperature and low pressure conditions is affected.

During refuelling outages, the basic annual maintenance of all instrumentation circuits
has to be carried out. All actions related to these activities (measurement dismantling,
installation, calibration and testing, etc.) represent a burden on operators in the control room,
because of the simultaneous non-standard behaviour of a large number of devices, false visual
and acoustic signalizations and other anomalies. This results in a lowered attention to
readings of instrumentation remaining in operation and consequently in increased probability
of human errors of omission or misinterpretation.

The instrumentation at the control room is not optimized with regard to shutdown
conditions and does not provide adequate information for coping with situations with
complicated hydraulic or thermal phenomena that can result from non standard alignment of
pipelines connected to the primary circuit or the existence of air or gaseous bubbles in the
systems: typical examples are several experienced events with deteriorated natural circulation,
leading to the interruption or even to the change in direction of the primary coolant flow.

The water level instrumentation needs to be added or improved, especially for the
WWER-1000 operation mode with hot leg drained, to ensure the normal operation of the
RHR pump.

4.5. TRAINING

Conditions and plant configurations during shutdown for refuelling can place control
room operators in an unfamiliar situation. The plant personnel, including control room
operators, is not adequately trained to cope with most shutdown events. The main reason is
unavailability of training provisions designed to visualize phenomena that occur in these
events. Only most well-known aspects of this group of events, like problems with natural
circulation, are partly covered in the basic theoretical training of operators. The probability
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that the operator is able to identify anomalies based on theoretical knowledge only without
practical training is low. Training of shutdown conditions on simulators is not fully covered.
On the other hand, many events that are likely to occur during shutdown would result in the
majority of operator actions taking place out in the plant rather than in the control room. As
a result, such events might be more appropriately addressed through methods other than
simulator training.

The lack of practical training is experienced in situations when the alignment or usage
of primary support systems is non-standard or interferes with repair or maintenance activities.
Frequently, situations arise presenting new challenges to the operator's understanding of
phenomena in the systems (which can hardly be trained in advance). Existing training does
not place sufficient emphasis on the physical disposition of pipings and components of the
systems and the operator consequently is not able to predict system behaviour in conditions
without forced flow, under atmospheric pressure, with air, steam or gaseous bubbles etc.

During the refuelling outages or large repairs, the portion of activities carried out by
less trained/qualified personnel and contractor personnel is substantially higher than in power
operation. Maintenance and contractor personnel cannot be adequately trained for
complicated shutdown behavior of the systems in order to prevent any adverse actions. The
root cause or the failure mechanism of most known shutdown events are very complicated.
The establishing of any theoretical training in this area lacks any guidance due to absence of
criteria, information and analyses, etc.

The personnel organizing and coordinating refuelling outages is not adequately trained
in aspects related to safety during shutdown operational states.

5. OPERATIONAL OCCURRENCES AND FEEDBACK

During the years of operation of the NPPs with WWER reactors, a number of incidents
and accidents have occurred during shutdown conditions. The spectrum of events is quite
large. Several cases occurred, leading to the loss of decay heat removal capability. Essential
contributors in those cases were loss of off-site power supply at shutdown and degradation
of natural circulation. Some cases were connected with reactivity insertion due to boron
dilution (mainly during startup of the unit and bringing to criticality). The contribution of
other events (LOCA cases, cold overpressurization, etc) is relatively small.

Natural circulation in the primary circuit with heat removal via steam generators is a
standard shutdown cooling mode for WWER-440 reactor (except Rovno NPP). There is no
special residual heat removal system. There can be variety of events, leading to degradation
of natural circulation. These events are considered with highest interest because of their
importance for the RHR capability and for potential core damage.

In this chapter, short description of some operational occurrences is given and some
countermeasures taken following their analysis are shortly described.

The number of events reported for each operating plant is based on the decision of the
individual participants and it has no relation to the frequency of occurrence of those events
in operating plants. In Table VI statistics for events occurred during shutdown conditions at
Bohunice and Paks NPPs with WWERs were kindly provided by the participants.
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Loss of natural circulation at Paks NPP

Unit 4 was in outage, when the operational staff carried out a planned action, a
switchover from loops 4,6 to 1,3 on June 30, 1988. At the time of the event the reactor was
in cold shutdown state, with atmospheric pressure, the reactor head was removed. After the
switchover the natural circulation was developed in loops 1,3, then the personnel isolated the
loops 4,6 and started to drain these loops for preparation of maintenance work.

According to the procedure, low pressure nitrogen was injected into the isolated loops
to increase the drainage speed. At the same time a rapid increase in reactor water level
occurred. Due to that, the operational staff stopped the nitrogen injection and tried to tighten
the MGV's in the loops 4,6 believing that they had a leak through. Restoration of the reactor
water level drainage was initiated via operational loops. This action resulted in a complete
loss of natural circulation.

For recovering the loops 1,3, venting and periodical coolant injection was needed.

The investigation revealed that the nitrogen had penetrated into the operational loops
due to the mishandling of venting valves, which resulted in a low coolant level in the steam
generators and deterioration of decay heat transportation. The situation was aggravated by
RCS drainage. The temperature reached 88*C and 77*C in the loops respectively.

Comprehensive check of primary cooling confirmed that there was no fuel damage.

The main contributors to the event were the poor quality of operational procedures, and
deficiencies both in personnel training and knowledge concerning natural circulation.

Kola NPP event (September 1994)

Before the event the reactor coolant system was cooled down to 30 * C but the reactor
was still closed. The coolant level in the reactor was 200 mm below the main flange, the
primary pressure was atmospheric since both the reactor and pressurizer air vents were
opened. The decay heat was removed to SG by natural circulation via three loops, three other
loops were isolated by the main gate valves and loop 5 was emptied.

In this state the personnel began to fill the loop 5 with nitrogen to test the tightness of
the valves isolating the RCS from the auxiliary systems. The pressure in the loop 5 increased
up to 12 bar. Due to untightness of the main gate valve, the nitrogen began to flow to the
reactor. Unfortunately at that time the personnel closed the reactor air vent (by mistake)
which resulted in the rise of the reactor pressure. Under these conditions the reactor level
gauge indicated the increase of water level. Proceeding from this false indication, the
personnel started to drain the RCS via one of the nonisolated loops. The RCS water
inventory decreased so much that the hot legs were filled up with nitrogen, and natural
circulation terminated.

Three hours after that, the reactor outlet coolant temperature had increased to 124*C
which corresponded to the water boiling in the core. The accident progress was stopped by
the opening of the reactor air vent and by the supply of borated water into the primary circuit
with the makeup and safety injection pumps. This process was accompanied by water
hammers in some loops.
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No fuel damage resulted from this accident sequence. This event revealed errors in the
actions of the personnel, deficiencies in the operation guidelines for shutdown conditions, and
inadequacy of the water level measurement. All findings were taken into account to eliminate
such events in the future.

Degradation of natural circulation at Kozloduy NPP Unit 1

On 14 May 1994, Unit 1 of Kozloduy NPP was shutdown and put to cold subcritical
condition for repair works on the air-venting valve of the main coolant pump No. 1. The
shutdown was planned due to a small leak from the valve.

The initial state of the system after shutdown was as follows:

The boron concentration in the primary circuit was 6.57 g/1 in accordance with the
Technical specification;

The pressure in the primary circuit was 1.4 MPa;

The upper part of the pressurizer was filled with nitrogen;

The average temperature difference on the loops (AT) was 9.5'C;

The average primary coolant temperature was 47"C; and

Decay heat was being removed by natural circulation in all six loops.

On 15 May 1994, while the isolated circulation loop No. 1 was drained and while
decreasing the pressure in the primary circuit, deterioration of the natural circulation and
respectively of the reactor core cooling were observed. At pressure 0.4 MPa in the primary
circuit the natural circulation was practically interrupted (AT was less than 5'C).

After manual actuation of the high pressure injection pump the circulation was restored.

The most probable reason for the disturbances of the natural circulation was the
formation of a gas bubble in the primary circuit, which expanded during the depressurization
and thus provoked deterioration in the natural circulation.

After performing computer analyses of the thermohydraulic behaviour of the reactor
core it was proved that during the short time increase of fuel temperature, no overheating of
the fuel claddings occurred. The radiochemistry analyses also confirmed that the degradation
of the cooling did not affect the integrity of the fuel elements.

Decrease of SFP water level at Kozloduy NPP Unit 1

In May 1993 during refuelling conditions, level of the spent fuel pool (SFP) was
decreased. Reactor vessel at that time was with unloaded core. In SFP assemblies were
placed two levels.
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A partly open valve was found. This mistake was made by the maintenance personnel.
According to the procedures, it is not allowed to open the valve.

The SFP was then fed to the nominal level.

Deterioration of natural circulation, V-l Bohunice Unit 1

The first Bohunice event with the degradation of natural circulation cooling occurred
at the Unit 1 (V-230) of the V-l plant on October 2, 1985 (IAEA IRS Report CS-07). The
depressurized and closed reactor, 12 days after shutdown, was cooled by natural circulation
with 2 loops connected, and a standard reactor water level measurement during refuelling (U-
tube) was not available. An anomaly was identified by the operators who noticed an increase
in the reading of average loop differential temperature measurement from 18 "C up to 31 'C
within a time period of 30 minutes, followed by a sharp decrease or even drop of the
measured temperature difference in one loop to negative values. This was recognized as an
indication of a degradation in natural circulation cooling. Operators repeatedly attempted to
support the natural circulation by injecting water through both normal and emergency makeup
pumps into different loops, however, the positive effect on natural circulation lasted only a
few minutes in all cases.

Natural circulation was recovered by venting the reactor vessel and pressurizing the
pressurizer by nitrogen. The water level in the pressurizer after pressurization dramatically
expanded from which the presence of a bubble under the reactor head was inferred. The
analyses proved that during the event saturation temperature of reactor coolant was reached
but, in spite of boiling, fuel elements were not damaged.

There were a number of potential causes of the bubble formation under the reactor
head, that could result in the decrease of coolant level in the reactor vessel below the hot
outlet vessel nozzles and consequently cause an interruption of the coolant flow. These
include:

Release of incondensible gases from the coolant during changes in cold shutdown
modes of operation, with insufficient venting of the reactor system;

Boiling of hot water in the upper region of the reactor after RCS pressure test (by a
similar mechanism a bubble was formed at the St. Lucia plant in the USA on June 11,
1980 with resulting significant deterioration of natural circulation);

Penetration of nitrogen into the reactor following a possible decrease of the pressurizer
water level below the junction point with RCS loop pipe during changes of coolant
inventory (in connection with a hydro tests of the RCS performed at water-solid
condition);

Another identified possibility of nitrogen penetration into the reactor coolant system,
namely during the draining of an isolated loop (preparation for repair), was through a
leaking drain valve and through the drain header which is common to all reactor system
loops; and

The coolant leaking from the reactor coolant system could be the initiator and could
contribute to an expansion of the gas bubble already present but not influencing the
cooling.
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The generic lessons learned from this incident with the degradation of natural
circulation cooling were as follows:

1. Improvements in operators' understanding of physical phenomena associated with
natural circulation cooling and its degradation are necessary. Operating personnel
should be trained for coping with such events.

2. The formation of a steam bubble in the upper region of the reactor vessel resulting
from the boiling of hot coolant there during a rapid depressurization should be
prevented by controlling the rate of the cool-down.

3. Reactor in cold shutdown should be vented periodically during normal conditions when
a possibility exists for the formation of a bubble.

4. Continuous recording of the loop temperature differential and the hot leg temperatures
in the operating loops should be provided during natural circulation, because only the
availability of both of these parameters provides the operator with the possibility of
monitoring the adequacy of core cooling.

5. Operators should use all available possibilities to obtain and store additional information
about the course of abnormalities to help both in their decision-making and in
subsequent analysis.

6. Valves on RCS support systems, e.g., on equipment vents, should not be left open even
if there is another valve in the series.

Deterioration of natural circulation, V-2 Bohunice Unit 3

The second Bohunice event with a degradation of natural circulation cooling occurred
at the Unit 3 (V-213) of the V-2 plant on June 20, 1986 (IAEA IRS Report CS-11). The unit
was shut down for first refuelling, depressurized and cooled down to the average coolant
temperature of 45 "C. Decay heat of 4 MWth was removed by natural circulation in 2 loops.
During the preparation for the removal of the reactor head, when the pressurizer is already
empty and pressurizer level measurement is no longer available, a backup coolant level
measurement based on hydrostatic pressure measurement in the reactor vessel was activated.

The coolant water level had to be decreased to the elevation of 40 cm below the main
RPV main flange which corresponded to the reading 220 cm on the relative scale of the
measurement. An anomaly in the natural circulation cooling became evident from an increase
in the average loop differential temperature from 13 *C up to 16.5 "C, followed by a
decrease down to negative values. To restore the natural circulation, operators started a LP
pump of the ECC system that delivered 9m3 of coolant into the reactor system and restored
the circulation.

The reactor system inventory was heated during 2 hours of the cooling degradation up
to the saturation temperature at the pressure of 0.12 MPa. The core was permanently covered
by water so that the cooling of the fuel was sufficient. The direct cause of the event was a
failure of the reactor water level measurement due to an air bubble in measurement pipeline.
The reading of the device was first a stable value of 220 cm, and during the coolant heating
up the reading even exceeded the upper scale of the device (250 cm), whereas the actual
coolant level dropped due to reactor system draining.
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Some of the generic lessons learned from this incident were identical with the previous
event and indicated again the insufficient training of operators. As a countermeasure, the
reliability and redundancy of the backup reactor level measurement used in the short phase
between the full draining of the pressurizer and removing of the reactor head were improved.

Expulsion of one control rod assembly, V-l Bohunice Unit 2

This event is discussed in the frame of shutdown safety considerations (for modes 5 and
6) even though it occurred in mode 3. The reason is that all causes and consequences are
relevant also for mode 5.

During a reactor scram a significantly longer drop time of one control assembly (No.
09-40) was identified by the operator. Suspected cause was a gas bubble in the assembly
drive. This failure mode was expected in accordance with the long-term experience observed
during control rod drop time calibration at refuelling outages. A decision was taken to vent
the drive in the hot standby mode (with reactor subcritical -12%, concentration of boric acid
of 7.7 g/kg, RCS average temperature of 257°C and RCS rated pressure) using a new system
for emergency gas venting which was installed in 1992 - 1993 within the framework of the
plant safety upgrading on the central drive of the group No. VI of control assemblies,
although this purpose was not envisaged in the design of this line. The reason for this
decision was the fact that the standard venting could be used only with the pressure in the
reactor coolant system lower than 1.5 MPa, e.i. in mode 5.

The actual venting was carried out very cautiously and stepwise, much more
conservatively than was envisaged in the procedure prepared by the system designer for use
under accident conditions. Nevertheless, an expulsion of the central control assembly from
the core was after some time observed by the operators. It is estimated that the assembly was
in the intermediate position since the first venting, i.e., 2 to 3 minutes. The intermediate
positions of the control assemblies are not recorded and this estimate cannot be verified. The
computer record proves that the time period between the departure from the lower end-switch
and the arrival to the upper end-switch was 203 seconds.

The expulsion of the central control assembly (No. 12-43) resulted from an improper
and inadequately verified design of the newly installed emergency gas venting system which
enabled the depressurization of the space above the piston of the assembly position indication
unit inside the assembly drive when the gas release line was opened. The current pressure
in the reactor coolant system was acting on the piston from below and expelled the assembly.
The scope of the tests during the commissioning of the system from the supplier failed to
reveal this improper feature of the design.

The severity of the event was low due to favourable initial conditions prior to the
venting. The reactivity insertion of 1.6% did not challenge the initial subcriticality of the
reactor -12% so there were no direct influence on plant parameters. The resulting
subcriticality -10.4% provided a sufficient safety margin for all types of design basis
accidents. During the period of control assembly expulsion no change of core main
parameters was recorded by the computer system which means that the fuel assembly coolant
temperature did not change more than 3.5°C (temperature limit) and RCS pressure more than
0.05 MPa (pressure limit) or any possible change exceeding these limits did not last more
than 4 sec.
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The expulsion of the central assembly in accident situation, by using this emergency gas
venting system, would result in a comparable reactivity insertion as during this event. A
stepwise reactivity insertion of 1.6% in some accident situations with the assumption of a
failure to insert the most effective control rod, could result in an unacceptable reduction or
loss of minimum shutdown margin (2%), according to the Limits and Conditions of the V-l
Plant.

Analysis of the control assembly drive behaviour in case of leaks from the original
assembly drive venting system and new gas venting system was performed by the
manufacturer (Skoda). The analysis confirmed that the design of the emergency gas venting
system was not adequate. As an immediate measure, any use of the new installed system
without previous increase of boron acid concentration over 12 g/kg (even in accident
conditions) was prohibited. As an ultimate preventive measure the design of the emergency
gas venting system will be modified so that the space above the piston in the drive will not
be depressurized in case of gas venting.

The analysis of the original venting system showed that the potential for expulsion of
control assemblies also exists in case of some specific ruptures of the original control
assembly drive venting system header or of the lines when the existing locking mechanisms
of the assembly drives are not effective due to insufficient pressure difference (design value
for closing ball valves is 0.05-0.1 MPa) while the pressure difference 2 MPa on the piston
is sufficient to lift the drive.

For the VVER-440/213 reactors, for which the installation of the emergency gas
venting system is under preparation, the drives are of different design so that the above
described problems are not relevant to them.

The modification of the emergency gas removal system design for V230 reactor is still
under preparation. Currently, strict administrative measures provide for safe use of the
system.

Failure to reclose of pressurizer safety valves after testing, Zaporozhe NPP Unit 1

On 20 April 1995, the Zaporozhe NPP Unit 1 (WWER-1000/320) was in a hot
shutdown state. The main plant parameters are the following:

primary pressure: 160 kgf/cm2;
primary temperature: 276"C;
subcritical boric acid concentration: 16.3 g/kg;
MCPs - 1,2,3 are under operation; and
all three ECCS trains are in standby mode.

At 1:08 a.m., according to the main safety valve (MSV) test procedure, the operators
began to increase the primary pressure with pressurizer heaters. When the pressure reached
the 180 kgf/cm2, all of the MCPs were switched off by the operator. Before the event two
of three MSVs had been successfully tested at the required pressure. Then, the operators
began to further increase the primary pressure in order to test the last MSV. The pressurizer
level was 8400 mm. When primary pressure reached the third MSV's pilot valves opening
setpoint (186 kgf/cm2), the pilot valves and the MSV opened successfully and 17 seconds
later both pilot valves reclosed at the primary pressure 175 kgf/cm2, but the MSV stuck in
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a partial opened state. The event was followed by primary circuit depressurization and
containment pressure increase.

When the primary pressure decreased to 120 kgf/cm2, the control room operators
switched on (in recirculation mode via the suction lines) all three trains of the high pressure
safety injection system TQ 14, 24, 34 (with piston pumps of small capacity) and high
pressure safety injection system TQ 13, 23, 33 (with centrifugal pumps) in order to use them
further for primary pressure maintenance purpose. When the primary pressure decreased to
89.8 kgf/cm2 the check valves on the main discharge lines of the safety injection system
trains TQ 13, 23, 33 opened and the high pressure injection pumps TQ 13, 23, 33 began to
inject borated water into the primary circuit. By that moment, the pressurizer level had
dropped to 6180 mm, the minimal pressurizer level during the event. At 03:42, the ECCS
signal "dT < 10*C" has been activated (at the primary pressure 72 kgf/cm2) and all three
trains of containment spray TQ 11, 21, 31, low pressure safety injection TQ 12, 22, 32 and
emergency feedwater TX 10, 20, 30 systems began to operate in the recirculation mode via
their suction lines. By the same signal, motor operated valves on the suction lines from
containment sump were opened and trains 1 and 2 of HPI system realigned to operate in
recirculation mode via containment sump. The third train of HPI system failed because of
failure to open its motor operated valve on the suction line from containment sump. At the
same time the operators began to cool down the reactor through the secondary circuit (using
turbine bypass valve) at the rate of 15' C/h with the primary circuit operating in natural
circulation mode. When the primary pressure decreased to 58.0 kgf/cm2 the check valves on
the discharge lines of hydro-accumulators (HAs) opened and the HAs started to inject water
into the core.

At 04:09 a.m., by a high pressure signal inside the containment (0.2 kgf/cm2 above
atmospheric pressure) the discharge valves of the containment spray system opened and the
spray system began to spray into the containment. When the pressure inside the containment
decreased to 0.07 kgf/cm2 (above the atmospheric pressure) the operators realigned all of the
three containment spray pumps to test mode.

With the decreasing of primary pressure and temperature, the operators switched off,
step by step, two LPI pumps, three HPI pumps and makeup pumps. At 16:59 while
realigning the LPI suction line to operate in residual heat removal mode (primary pressure
3.6 kgf/cm2) the failed reactor vessel pressure relief valve MSV reclosed. At 17:20 the
control room operators switched on the LPIS pump of the second train to operate via the
residual heat removal line and at 17:30 switched off the third LPI pump which was operating
in recirculation mode via the containment sump.

At 1:50 a.m. the next day, 21 April 1995 while the operators were pressurizing PRZ
by nitrogen (at the primary pressure of 5.0 kgf/cm2) the MSV opened again and reclosed at
primary pressure 4.0 kgf/cm2. At 02:00 a.m. the reactor was brought to safe cold shutdown
state with the primary parameters as the following:

coolant temperature 67' C
primary pressure 4.0 kgf/cm2

boric acid concentration 21.7 g/kg

The reactor cooldown is provided by the LPI pump of the second ECCS train while operating
via the residual heat removal line.
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There were no violations of prescribed safety limits during the event. The total amount
of coolant which escaped from the primary circuit into the containment is 230 m3. Outside
of the containment there were no violations of prescribed contamination limits. There was
no any damage of fuel/fuel cladding.

Damages of the driving motors ofLPIpump and essential service water pump, South Ukraine
NPP Unit 3

On 12 November 1995, Unit 3 was in refuelling mode. Burned fuel assemblies were
moved to spent fuel pool (SFP) from the reactor core and rearrangement of 123 fuel
assemblies within the reactor core was completed. For residual heat removal, the LPI pump
(TQ 32), essential service water pump (QF 11 and QF 31), and SFP cooling pump (TG 11)
were under operation. Primary coolant temperature was 45 ' C. The safety system train 1 was
in standby mode. The safety system train 2 was in planned repair mode. Unit house load
consumers were fed from reserve transformers. Protection and interlocks were available in
accordance with operating procedures.

At 09:10 the control room panel received the warning signal "ground in 6 kV circuit".
This signal was due to the damage of QF 31 motor wiring caused by insufficient
fixing/separation of wiring. At 09:30 QF 31 and TQ 32 pumps were switched off by electric
protection actuation. Control room staff noticed a voltage drop at BX bus. The operator in
the standby diesel power station reported the appearance of smoke from the QF 31 motor.
At 09:34 TQ 32 pump electrical motor was switched on after visual examination. This caused
its damage, because of a single phase short in the 6 kV circuit caused by QF 32 motor
insulation damage, and consequently, two-phase mode operation causing wiring overheating
and insulation damage.

The event was a violation of safety operation limits and conditions. The required
number of operating safety systems trains during reactor refuelling was not met, since train
2 was in repair and train 3 failed.
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TABLE VI. EVENTS DURING SHUTDOWN CONDITIONS IN NPPS WITH WWERS

1. Loss or deterioration of natural circulation

2. Total loss of off-site power

3. Partial loss of AC power

4. Overpressurization of primary circuit

5. Overpressurization of SGs

6. Inadvertent (or potential) dilution of
primary coolant

7. Leakage of primary coolant system

8. Leakage of secondary coolant system

9. Water spillout into primary circuit
compartments

10. Safety systems or components
unavailability

11. Spent fuel pool cooling deterioration

12. Anomalies during unit startup

13. Anomalies during refuelling (refuelling
errors)

14. Others (miscellaneous)

15. Total number of reactor years considered

16. Number of reactor units considered

Bohunice

2

2

2

0

0

1

1

0

8

2

0

8

9

6

4

Paks

3

4

10

2

2

3

8

3

5

12

1

20

9

13

42
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the presentations and discussions among experts, the following conclusions
were derived at the meeting:

1. Shutdown events represent a considerable and even significant contribution to the
number of operational occurrences both in WWERs as well as in other reactor designs
in spite of the shorter duration of this operational regime.

2. Risk assessment during shutdown has to take into account that both preventive and
mitigative capabilities of the plant are somehow degraded, e.g. due to:

blockage of automatic startup of some safety systems,
some equipment in maintenance or in repair,
reduced amount of coolant both in primary as well as secondary circuit in some
regimes,
some instrumentation and measurements switched off or non-functionable,
extensive manipulation performed and large number of people present,
open primary circuit,
non-isolated containment, and
manipulation with spent fuel and with heavy loads.

3. The spectrum of initiating events and the course of accidents vary according to specific
design solutions. Direct application of western experiences especially for WWER-440
reactors is limited due to specific design features, such as isolable primary loops and
mode of RHR through the secondary circuit.

4. There is a lack of systematic and comprehensive approach to deal with accidents during
shutdown modes both in reactor design as well as in operation. This fact resulted, e.g.
in insufficient or unreliable measurement and display of parameters, inadequate
justification and incompleteness of operational documentation such as technical
specifications, EOPs, safety reports. Training of personnel for accident during
shutdown modes is also limited due to several reasons including inability of simulators
to cover such modes.

5. Accidents during shutdown modes have not been analyzed systematically, and for some
accidents a detailed analysis is still missing.

6. Applicability of existing computer codes is questionable, especially of integral
thermohydraulic codes for certain events, mainly during refuelling with the reactor
vessel head removed.

7. Several experiments have been already performed at operating plants mainly to clarify
reasons and modes of deterioration of natural circulation in the primary circuit of
WWER-440 reactor.

8. Some countermeasures have already been implemented in plant operation, such as
improved instrumentation, more detailed EOPs and changes in technical specifications.
They are considered as very effective for prevention and mitigation of consequences.
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9. A considerable number of events have occurred also during shutdown modes not
covered by the present report, especially during transition between hot and cold
shutdown and during return to criticality. These regimes, therefore, should be
reconsidered in the later phase of the work.

The experts have come to the following recommendations, regarding future activities:

1. A systematic review of operating experience relevant to shutdown events is
recommended for checking completeness of the list of initiating events, to understand
the phenomenology of accidents, to develop proper methodology of analysis and to
implement adequate countermeasures.

2. Implementation of some countermeasures already taken in some plants should be
extended to all plants, when applicable. With this aim, the plant operators should
reconsider the plant shutdown modes taking also into account the information provided
in this report.

3. Regulatory requirements on completeness of safety and operational documentation
should also be enlarged with consideration of the risk occurring during shutdown
modes.

4. Development of guidelines for accident analysis during shutdown modes is urgently
needed. Existing guidelines for power operation are not fully applicable, e.g. due to the
different list of initiating events, different acceptance criteria, limited applicability of
single failure criterion, etc. The guidelines should reflect some different design features
of individual NPPs.

5. The applicability of integral computer codes used in thermohydraulic analysis for
shutdown modes should be checked, especially for regimes with open primary circuit.
For some situations, development of a simplified specific code may be a more feasible
way.

6. Training of personnel should be focused on events and physical phenomena which may
happen during shutdown modes. Due to the lack of adequate simulation, class training
should be used as a temporary solution.

7. A systematic accident analysis for shutdown modes should be performed by each plant.
Results of such analysis should afterwards be implemented into technical specifications,
emergency operating procedures, hardware modifications and operator training.
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ABBREVIATIONS

DBA
EOP
HPI
LOCA
ipRZR

LPI
MGV
"a tm

POS
PRZR
PSA
PWR
RC
RCP
RCS
RHR
RVLIS
RVF
SFP
SG
•BFT

j-refuel

TS
WWER

design basis accident
emergency operating procedure
high pressure injection
loss of coolant accident
pressurizer water level
low pressure injection
main gate valve
atmospheric pressure
plant operational states
pressurizer
probabilistic safety assessment
pressurized water reactor
reactor cavity
reactor coolant pump
reactor coolant system
residual heat removal
reactor vessel level indication system
reactor vessel flange
spent fuel pool
steam generator
brittle fracture temperature
refuelling temperature
technical specification
water cooled, water moderated energy reactor
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IAEA Consultants' Meeting
on

Accidents during Shutdown Conditions for WWER NPPs
Vienna, 6-10 November 1995

Accident analysis problems during shutdown
I.Ovtcharova, Energoproekt Pic, Sofia, Bulgaria

Abstract: Problems with accident analysis during shutdown have been
shortly discussed. They arise during defining initial, boundary and other
conditions. Spectrum of possible initiating events and scenarios is not too
large, but uncertainties are many and they could affect the results.
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Most of the analyses about NPP with WWER reactors behaviour are
connected with accidents and transients started from nominal operation
conditions. Shutdown and refuelling processes has not been carefully
investigated. All plant systems - emergency and for normal operation, are
designed and tested mostly for NPP power operation condition. In Safety
Analyses Report no special attention is paid to possible accidents during
shutdown conditions.

But during cold shutdown and refuelling non train of emergency
coolant injection is required. Also some of the systems could be isolated
because of the maintenance work on their components. As a result
possibilities to cope with eventual accident situation are limited.

When accidents' analyses are carried out for normal operation
conditions, all initiating events are well classified, initial conditions are
similar or the same for different initiating events and scenarios. It is almost
totally different situation during low power, shutdown and refuelling
conditions. There are different modes and states of operations in those
conditions. All parameters are changed significantly in the time,
continuously. So, first we have problem with clarifying the initial
conditions. The most important - pressure, temperature and decay heat, are
function of the time (depending on the hours/days after reactor shutdown).
Classification of the initiating events for transients and accidents started
from normal operation is not well working in all discussed conditions. For
example, during natural circulation cooling mode we have none MCPs
running and none initiating events with them are possible. It is similar with
boundary and other conditions. Number of loops in the system, position of
the loop isolation valves, number of MCPs running, nitrogen presence in the
top of pressurizer, liquid inventory etc. - everything affects accident
development and analyses results. Thermalhydraulics condition could be
different: with decay heat removal, provided by MCPs or natural
circulation.

The risks associated with shutdown and refuelling conditions have
not been extensively studied and are not as well understood as those
associated with power operation. The mean core damage frequency at
shutdown was estimated to be 1.8xlO"5 per reactor year [1].
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Most severe case is treated to be the case when decay heat removal
capability is not available [1]. Initiating events for such accidents could be
loss of RHR (residual heat removal) pumps, LOCA cases. Residual heat
removal capability is of great importance for the reactor core - with its
function for removing the core fission product decay power during
shutdown. Consequences for the core in case of loosing of this capability
could be significant: core coolant boil - off, fuel rod heat-up and potential
core damage.

According to the present procedure and Technical Specification
natural circulation mode is provided by at least one loop in operation. Other
two loops should be in stand by condition. Operators actions are not
uniquely defined in the current procedure. Measures in the procedure are
taken for avoiding wrong activities - valves, connected with demineralized
water, are locked, all operation are carried out according to the special
programs, blanks and after written permission or order. But although
possible operator's mistakes should be considered.

We have very limited experience with analyses during such
conditions and this field is quite new. Unfortunately, there are not available
systematical experimental results from shutdown modes. Energoproekt
activity has been concentrated first to the old reactors WWER 440(V230).
RELAP 5/MOD 2 model was developed for those reactors. Old input deck
(used for accident analyses - mostly DBA) was utilized for work at
shutdown conditions, in natural circulation cooling mode. Nodalization
scheme is given in Energoproekt internal document[2].

In the model MCPs were replaced by branches. All six loops are
providing decay heat removing. All steam generators of the loops are filled
up with water.

The model parameters were for cold shutdown. Verification process
of the model is not completed yet. We have been discussing with NPP
Kozloduy different initial conditions and scenario in cold shutdown
situation. We have agreement for analysing accidents in such situation, but
unfortunately problems around first unit in Kozloduy caused some delay in
the work.
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We tried to model situation happened in NPP Kozloduy with
degradation of natural circulation. Results will be included in the report for
NPP Kozloduy. The reason for lossing residual heat removal capability was
supposed to be gas bubble presence in the primary system.

Following available data from the event an example of Loss of
residual heat removal capability accident during cold shutdown was done
for testing the model applicability. Stabilization time was 500 sec.

Initial conditions in the core were as follow:

Core kinetics: point
Boron concentration: for refuelling
Decay heat: 0.8%.Nnominal

Initial conditions in the primary circuit:

Primary circuit average temperature - 325 K
Primary circuit pressure - 6.10 Pa
Pressurizer level: nominal with nitrogen presence in the top

(current procedure was changed a year ago, allowing injecting nitrogen in
the top of the pressurizer during shutdown, before that it was not a practice
to do nitrogen "pillow")

Boundary conditions for the system:

• Safety systems:
Reactor scram: not available
Turbine trip: not available
Safety injection systems: HPIS are not available

• Normal operation systems:
MCPs: not in operation
Pressurizer heaters: not available
SGs: All SGs filled with water on the secondary side

Secondary side flow was adjusted to keep AT across the core about
10°C.
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Energoproekt experts have been charged with analyses for WWER
1000 Safety Analyses Report. In the list with accidents to be considered
were included also shutdown conditions.
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The Accidents During Shutdown Modes at Temelin

Two parallel activities oriented for the accidents during shutdown conditions are performed at
Temelin NPP:

A. Development of symptom based emergency operating procedures (EOPs) applicable for
the accidents which could occur during operational modes 1 through 4.

B. Indepedent evaluation of plant safety as part of the Temelin Shutdown probabilistic
assesment to define the accidents which could occur during mode 5 and 6 for which the
EOPs must be extended.

Both these activities are in progress now because Temelin plant is still in the construction
phase.

Note: Six operational modes are defined for Temelin plant:

MODE REACTIVITY % RATED AVERAGE COOLANT
CONDITION, kefT TERMAL POWER TEMPERATURE

1. Power Operation > 0,99

2. Low Power Operation > 0,99

3. Hot Stanby < 0,99

4. Intermediate Shutdown < 0,99

5. Cold Shutdown < 0,99

6. Shutdown < 0,98

Mode 1 - Power Operation - defined as the operation of the reactor at the power levels
between 2 % and 100% RTP. Mode 2 - Low Power Operation - state in which the reactor is
critical but the reactor power level is less than or equal 2 % RTP. In the Mode 3 - Hot
Standby the reactor is subcritical, all the clusters are fully inserted in the core and the average
reactor temperature is greater than 260 °C. During Mode 4 - Intermediate Shutdown the
reactor is deeply subcritical with the boron concentration corresponding to at least shutdown
margin and with the average reactor temperature less than 260 °C, but greater than 150 °C.
Steam dump is necessary to remove the core heat during this mode. During Mode 5 - Cold
Shutdown the reactor is subcritical with the boron concentration corresponding to cold
shutdown conditions and with the average reactor temperature less than 150 °C, but greater
than 60 °C. Residual core heat is removed not dependency on the steam dump systems which
need not to be available during this mode. Mode 6 - Shutdown comprises both refueling and
maintanence shutdown.

•> 2. 70

4- *\ 0/
V, ^ /Q

0

0

0

0

> 260 °C
>260°C

> 260 °C

> 150 °C

> 60 °C

< 60 °C
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A. Plant Procedures

A.I Emergency Operating Procedures

Temelin symptom based EOPs were developed with the aim to cover all the accidents during
the modes 1 through 4. Detailed review will be performed to confirm this objective as part of
EOPs implementation process. Whenever any accident occurs in these modes during ordinary
plant shutdown or start up, usage of the EOPs will give the operator proper guidance how to
respond for the accident conditions. Mode 5 during ordinary plant shutdown or start up is
planned to be covered by the modifications in normal and abnormal plant procedures used for
this mode. Temelin specific event oriented procedure will be developed for any scenario
determined as a significant contributor of the core damage during mode 6 by the PSA study.

Temelin EOPs are developed on the basis of the WOG Emergency Response Guidelines
(ERGs). The entry conditions of the Temelin Emergency Operating Procedures are, either the
reactor trip signal, or any safety related signal causing start up and alignment either the RCS
injection safeguards systems or emergency SGs feeding safeguards systems. Because the
safety signals stay active also with the clusters in the core (i. e. during modes 3 and 4), they
can be used as the indication of the accident during the ordinary plant shutdown or plant start
up, because their actuation ensures that the EOPs are entered during no power modes also.
The basis for the EOPs entry conditions is that events which do cause neither a reactor trip
nor a safety related signal do not constitute emergency conditions but rather abnormal
conditions and are covered by the Abnormal Operating Procedures (AOPs).

A.1.1 Safety related signals

Examples of Temelin safety signals which cause the EOPs package to be entered, with their
availability restrictions are:

1) Loss of Primary Subcooling Margin [Tsllturation - Thot < A Tsctpojnl] Signal, derived from any
hot leg temperature, is active all the time if the hot legs temperatures are above 150 °C.

Safety functions provided by the signal: a) RCS injection actuation
b)CTMT isolation
c) Accumulators injection alignment

2) Excessive Primary to Secondary Saturation Temperature Difference [Tsa((pRCS) - Tsal(pSG) >
A Tsetpoim] Signal, derived from RCS pressure and pressure in any SG coincident with low
steam line pressure, is active all the time if the hot leg temperatures are above 200°C.

Safety functions provided by the signal: a) RCS injection actuation
b) RCS boration
c) SG isolation
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3) High-high Containment Pressure fP(TM, > P,c(pnint] Signal is always active.

Safety functions provided by the signal: a) RCS injection
b)CTMT isolation
c) CTMT spray actuation

4) Low-low Steam Generator Level [LSG < Lsc,pojnl1 Signal, derived from any SG level, is
active all the time if the hot legs temperatures are above 150 °C.

Safety function provided by the signal: a) EFW flow actuation

5) Fixed High-high Hot Leg [Thol > Tsclpojn,] Signal, derived from any hot leg temperature, is
always active.

Safety function provided by the signal: a) EFW flow actuation

The safety signals availability restrictions are not related with the existence or non-existence
of the safety concerns but rather with the credibility of the inputs for these signals. The
inaccuracies of the input signals during the operation at low parameters might cause the
undesirable actuation of the safeguards systems and must be therefore disabled. The safety
concern, however, remains valid after the signal is blocked also.

Approach of Temelin EOPs is safety related task oriented. If any symptom of an accident
exists, safety concerns, such as fuel overheating or loss of fuel cladding integrity for the
LOCA events, or excessive RCS cooldown, containment integrity and the environmental
conditions degradations for the SLB accidents, dictate the safety task to be accomplished not
dependent whether it is done automatically or manually.

Independent tool from safety related signals is used as part of the EOPs, based on continuous
monitoring of the symptoms involving possible accidental conditions and performing proper
actions once certain symptom is observed.
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A.1.2 Safety related symptoms and actions

In the following text the uncontrolled parameter change means that the operator can not
prevent certain parameter transient. The symptoms and the actions for which Temelin
operators will be trained are:

1) Loss of primary boundary (valid for Modes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5)

Symptoms: a) uncontrolled RCS subcooling decrease
b) uncontrolled PRZR level decrease

Action: Restore RCS inventory with plant normal charging or safeguard injection
systems

2) Loss of secondary boundary (valid for Modes 1, 2. 3 and 4)

Symptoms: a) uncontrolled pressure decrease in any SG
b) any SG completelly depressurized

Action: Steam and feed side isolation of the corresponding SG

3) Loss of primary-to-secondary boundary (valid for Modes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5)

Symptoms: a) abnormal SG radiation
b) uncontrolled SG level increase in any SG

Action: Corresponding SG feed and steam side isolation, actions to minimize activity
releases

4) Loss of secondary inventory (valid for Modes 1, 2, 3 and 4)

Symptoms: a) uncontrolled SG level decrease
b) uncontrolled RCS temperatures increase

Action: Restore SG inventory with plant normal or emergency feedwater systems

The hereabove symptoms and the actions are explicitly included as a part of the EOPs
structure. Once the operator has already used the EOPs, then any consequent or multiple
accident will be diagnosed and resolved in the framework of the package. In the EOPs the
operator has enough means to diagnose the accident conditions and to perform mitigation
actions during the Modes 1, 2, 3 and 4.
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A. 1.3 Critical Safety Functions Monitoring and Restoration

In addition, Temelin EOPs contain a series of procedures dedicated to maintain the critical
safety functions of the plant (subcriticality, core cooling, heat sink, RCS integrity,
containment integrity and RCS inventory) within the safe limits, regardless of the event that
generate the challenge to these functions. Critical safety function are defined as a set of the
functions ensuring the integrity of the physical barriers against the release of the radioactive
materials. The review of these functions is performed continuously through a cyclic
application of the critical safety function Status Trees.

Instructions for the critical safety function restoration arc independent of the accident
scenario, based only on the plant parameters and equipment availability and remain valid
through the plant modes 1, 2, 3 and 4.

A.2 Normal and Abnormal Procedures

During the normal or abnormal plant operation the same concept to continuously evaluate the
plant safety throughout the plant response during shutdown modes can be used. With the
safety signals active the EOPs package will be entered whenever any safety signal is actuated.
When the safely signals are blocked the operators for Temelin NPP will be trained to monitor
the same safety related symptoms addressed hereabove. Requirements to monitor the safety
related symptoms will be included in all plant procedures as part of the continuous action
information. Detailed review will be performed to confirm this objective as part of Temelin
plant procedures implementation process.

All the mentioned symtoms are applicable for the modes 1. 2, 3 and 4, and therefore if any
safety related symptom is observed during plant operation in these modes, then all the
necessary safety related actions are applicable and can be performed. The possibility exist to
use either the manual actuation of safety related signals or to manually ensure safety related
actions equipment per equipment. If the EOPs package afterwards is entered through the
entry procedure then the operator has again proper guidance how to perform the recovery.

It is not reasonable to enter the EOPs for the mode 5, especially when the RHR system is in
service. Also not all the safety related symptoms are applicable for this mode. Because of the
RHR operation, one need not to rely on secondary systems operation. Preliminary assessment
of the accidents which can be expected during mode 5 adressed only two possible accident
categories. These are the loss of primary boundary integrity during RHR mode (LOCA) and
the loss of primary-to-secondary boundary integrity during RHR mode (SGTR). Both these
categories can be observed by the monitoring of the relevant symptoms.
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For the LOCA accidents the applicable symptoms to determine the accident conditions are
the same as used for the modes 1, 2, 3 and 4, i.e.: a) uncontrolled RCS subcooling decrease

b) uncontrolled PRZR level decrease

If any of the symptom is observed, then the only immediate task which should be ensured by
the operator is to restore RCS subcooling. This can be done by the manual start up of one LP
injection pump and by the alignment of the corresponding LP valves from the sump to the
RCS. The RHR pump being in operation or the backup RHR pump can be used to ensure this
function. The RHR flow will be automatically terminated and the RHR suction will be
automaticaly isolated if these actions are performed (all the RHR valves logic are always
active).

The LOCA during the mode 5 has very low probability which is furthermore lowered by the
time duration during which the plant is operated in this mode. No any separate guideline is
planned by Temelin NPP to be developed for this case because of the simplicity of the
recovery actions which should be ensured by the operator. The continuous action information
of all the procedures dedicated for the mode 5 will address this concern. There will be also
the recommendation to consult the plant engineering staff to determine the next course of the
actions. This concept is in compliance with the EOPs, because the plant engineering staff is
asked also to determine the next course of the actions if the LP pumps injection can not be
terminated and the RHR mode can not be aligned after the LOCA.

Similar approach will be used for the SGTR accident during RHR mode. The applicable
symptoms which should be used during RHR cooldown are again the same as for the modes
1, 2, 3 and 4, i.e.: a) abnormal SG radiation

b) uncontrolled SG level increase in any SG

There are only several actions which have to be performed for recovery after the loss of
primary-to-secondary boundary integrity symptoms are observed during the RHR mode by
the operator. These are to ensure that all steam dump paths from corresponding SG are
isolated and that the feed flow to this SG is stopped. These actions will be again included in
the procedures dedicated for mode 5 in the continuous action information part.
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B. Shutdown Risk Analysis

As part of the overall Temelin Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA), a safety assessment is
being performed to specifically address shutdown modes of operation. Probabilistic safety
assessment of shutdown modes of operation merits consideration for a variety of reasons.
Most notably, much of the accident mitigating components installed in the plant can be
unavailable for extended periods for operational or maintenance reasons, operators may have
little indication of some abnormal events, and unusual plant lineups can be commonplace
during maintenance periods. These factors are, however, balanced by the fact that the plant's
operating temperatures, pressures, and power levels can make the operation conditions during
shutdown less demanding.

B.I Objectives

The objective of the Temelin Shutdown PSA (SD-PSA) is to perform a probabilistic safety
assessment of the plant operational states that most significantly challenge plant safety during
plant shutdown and refueling. The goals are therefore to identify the plant's most significant
operational states (POSs), delineate and model accident sequences, and perform an accident
sequence quantification. The product of this analysis is thus be a safety assessment that
addresses the dominant safety considerations for shutdown modes of operation.

The Temelin Shutdown PSA is performed as part of two tasks. The objectives of these tasks
are, respectively:

1. To evaluate safety during shutdown when decay heat is being removed by RHR.
Initiating events will be identified, and the system models revised to reflect the impact
of maintenance activities during this phase of operation. Core damage sequences will
be identified by constructing and quantifying appropriate event trees for this plant
state.

2. To evaluate safety during the refuelling processes. The various plant states during
refueling will be identified and appropriate initiating events and accident sequences
evaluated for the most limiting states by means of event trees and system modelling.
In particular, the spent fuel pool cooling plant operational state will be addressed with
consideration given to the revised spent fuel storage rack design. The rack is designed
to store fuel elements in a more dense configuration than originally planned.
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B.2 Definition of Plant Outage Types and Plant Operational States and Selection of
the Most Limiting States

The goal of this subtask is to select the most limiting plant operational states (POSs) for
which to perform the shutdown analysis. This is performed by listing the various plant
operational states during shutdown and determining the impacts of plant outage types on
them. Once the list of POSs is completed, the most limiting states are selected to be analyzed.
Characterization of POSs is performed by identifying the critical safety functions necessary to
control or mitigate possible accidents during each state selected to be analyzed. These can be
derived from the critical safety functions defined for use in the full power PSA with
additional consideration being given to fuel pool states which of course are unique to the
shutdown PSA. Next, the applicable starting conditions of each POS is defined by
determining relevant physical states such as pressure and temperature.

B. 2.1 Analyzed Plant Operational States

A plant operational mode (POM) is defined in analysis as one of the six operational modes
established for the Temelin plant.

A plant operational state (POS) is defined in this analysis as a particular subset of plant
conditions or activities which occurs during a specific plant operational mode.

In order to identify the dominant issues pertaining to plant safety during shutdown, it is
necessary first to define the various plant operational modes and states individually. Each
mode and state has a particular set of reactor conditions, equipment availabilities, and time
constraints, and the relative risk significance of each state varies in accordance with these
conditions.

A set of 23 POSs has been identified for Temelin through all six operational modes and
approximately nine of them to be analyzed. Based on the postulated frequencies and
durations of the POSs being considered, a ratio is obtained which expresses the average hours
per year that the plant will be in a particular state. This ratio is used in deriving frequencies
for the initiating events being evaluated in the study.

Of the POSs (plant operational states) defined in the analysis, only those occurring during
Modes 5 and 6 are to be analyzed in detail. The review of previously performed shutdown
studies indicates the majority of risk comes from plant operation in Modes 5 and 6, and
therefore this study is focusing on these two modes of operation.
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B.2.2 Initiating Events

An initiating event is defined for the Temelin shutdown PSA as any event that requires an
automatic or manual plant response in order to maintain critical safety functions. This
definition differs from that used for the full power PSA, where an initiator is any event
leading to reactor trip. The critical safety functions applicable to the shutdown PSA are
similar to those used in the full power PSA with certain exceptions for the functions which
are not applicable for shutdown conditions. On the other hand spent fuel pool cooling is
considered also.

The three objectives of the initiating events task are:

1. identify events, that in conjunction with other failures may lead to CD
2. group these events by mitigation criteria, and
3. determine frequencies for each group of initiating events.

To ensure that all relevant initiators are considered, a list of potential initiating events was
developed for Temelin SDPSA from the following materials:

1. the initiating events analysis for the Temelin full power PSA
2. a review of Temelin plant systems for potential initiators unique to the POSs being

analyzed,
3. NUREG 1150, subtle interactions and spatial interactions
4. the initiating events considered in PSAs for other plants, and
5. a review of plant procedures.

B.2.3 Accident sequences quantification

The quantification results are not available yet as Temelin SDPSA is to be finished at the end
of this year.
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1. Objectives

•NUPEC has conducted I eve 1-1 low power and shutdown phase

PSA(LPS-PSA) for Japanese PWR/BWR plants since 1991.

•Leve1-1 PSA approach could be very powerful to confirm

WWER NPPs' safety during shutdown operation.

•This summarizes some safety consideration on the assumption

that I eve I-1 PSA during shutdown operation is conducted

for WWER NPPs.



METHODOLOGY FOR LPS PSA

Analysis of plant
Shutdown Operation
Experiences
• plant configuration
• incidents
•EOP
etc

Define
Outage Type/POS

Screening and Definition
of IE

Frequencies of IE
(Loss of RHR, Loss of RCS
Level, LOCA, LOPS, RlA)

Plant Response Analyses
for Actual Incidents/
Accidents during shutdown
phase

Accident Sequence Analysis
(every POS)
• SG Feed 8 Bleed
•Feed 8 Bleed by Gravity
• Feed 8 Bleed by Force

Component failure
data/CCF data

UnavailabiIity dat
a of systems
during shutdown

HRA

Theral-Hydraulic
Calculation
Define Success
Criteria

Fault Tree Analysis (every POS)
• Front Iine systems
• Support Iine systems

Quantification of Sequence
•Core Damage Frequencies
(every POS)

Insights/countermeasures
• Plant cofiguration
• Preparation of EOP

Sensitivity Analysis
• Plant cofiguration
• Status of EOP

Uncertainty Analysis
Importance Analysis

ON
-J
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2. Plant operation during shutdown phase

The following may be clarified for WWER NPPs.

(1)Characteristies of Plant Shutdown Operation using Standard

Inspection Schedule, Plant shutdown/startup curves

(2)Residual Heat Removal Systems(RHRS)

©Philosophy for residual heat removal

©Actual Residual Heat Removal



2. Plant operation during shutdown phase(continued)



10 20 30 50 60

2 Loop
P W R

(82days)

CV Purge
RV Open

70 80 90 100

Unload
Fuel Fuel Inspection

I I I
(3) (8) (3.5) 1 (23)

Core Gap
Inspection SG Tube Eddy Current Inspect

Fuel
Load RV Close

CV Leakrate Startup
Test Test VEngagement

-] of Gen.

(4.5) (14) (5) (11)

(3) (30)

3 Loop
P W R

(87days)

CV Purge
RV Open

Unload
Fuel Fuel Inspection

I

Fuel CV Leakrate
Load RV Close Test Startup Test VEngagement
I 1 1 1 1 of Generator

(3) (9 ) (4) 1 (26)
Core Gap
Inspection SG Tube Eddy Current Inspection

(5)

(3 ) (31 )

(15 ) (5) (12 )

4 Loop
P W R

(102
days)

CV Purge
RV Open

Unload .
Fuel

CV Leakrate
Fuel Inspection

Eng.
Gen.

Fuel Load RV Close Test Startup Test V

(3) (18) I
SG Tube '

Eddy Current Inspect.

(5) i i (28)
Core Gap
Inspection SG Tube Eddy Current Inspection

(7)

(13) (3) (25)

(22) (6) (13)

Standard Inspection Schedule of Japanese PWR Plant



3.Selection of Initiating Events

•Definition: EventsC including caused by human error) which needs
act i vat: ion of safety systems during shutdown
ope rat i on

•Safety functions may be clarified for WWER NPPs;

C1 )React i v i ty cont roI

- cont roI rods

- Boron water

(2)Core cool ing

- RCS inventry(outfIow through systems, LOCA)

- Loss of RHRCoverdrain, component fai lure, etc.)

- Failure of supporting systems

C Ioss of offsite power, loss of CCWS, etc. )

- Other specific events

C3)RCS cold overpressure

- Excessive charging

- Ma Ifunct i on of ECCS

C4)Loss of containment cool ing

'Analysis of shutdown operating experiences (incidents/accidents)

ex. one loss of RHR event per 244 PWR reactor years in Japan
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3.Selection of Initiating Events(continued)

• Sc reen i ng of Ini t i at i ng Events

Step 1 :Genera I

C1)Loss of RHRS

- Loss of RCS water level control

- Loss of RCS overdrain

- Loss of RHRSCdue to component fai lures)

C 2 )LOCA

- Outflow through other systems

- Ma i ntenance— i nduced LOCA

- LOCA by pipe—rupture

(3)Loss of offsite power

(4)Reactivity insertion

- Boron di Iution

(5)Loss of supporting systems
(6)Other plant specific events

Step 2:Japanese PWR specific

O)Loss of RHRS

- Loss of RCS water level control and RCS overdra

- Loss of RHRSCdue to component fai lures)

C 2)LOCA

- Outflow through other systems

- Ma i ntenance— i nduced LOCA

C3)Loss of offsite power

(4)Reactivity insertion

- Boron diIution



Screening of Initiating Events based on the POS category

Safety function POS

10 II 12 13 14 I 15

I.Reactivity control
(i)Boron dilution
(2)ATWS

2.Core cooling
(DLoss of RHRS

•Loss of RCS water level control
• RCS overdraining
•Loss of RHRS(due to conponent failures in

the RHR system)
(2)L0CA

•Outflow through other systems
•Maintenance induced LOCA
•LOCA by piperupture
• V sequence

(3)Loss of supporting system
•Loss of off site power
• Loss of CCWS

(4)Loss of secondary cooling
•Loss of main feedwater system
•SGTR

(5)Other plant specific events

(Q)
(5)

3.RCS cold overpressurization
•Excessive charging
•Malfunction of ECCS

4. Loss" of containment cool ing

5. Others
• Drop of heavy material

^Candidate of initiating event



3.Selection of Initiating Events(continued)

»Ocurrence frequencies of Initiating Events

(DAnalysis of plant operating experiences
Plant outage "time
Plant shutdown time
POS durat i on

(2)0currence frequencies of Initiating Events

® F o r experienced initiating events
- generic data
- Plant specific dataCby Baysian etc. )

:or non-experienced initiating events
Statistic approch
(Baysian etc. )
System ana I ys i s
Procedure—event tree analysis
Eng i nee r i ng j udgment



5.System analysis

(i)System interaction

Front line system(Mitigation system) vs. supporting system

Supporting system vs. supporting system

(2)Plant configuration data

System outage probability

RCS vent probabiIity

SG nozzle-dam installation probability



6. Human reliability analysis

The following status may be clarified;

(DOperation procedures for recovery of initiating events

for use of mitigation system(EOP)

(2)Education,training etc. for the above actions

(3)Human reliability analysis methods

reflecting actual status of procedures

(THERP, SLIM etc.)



7. Coutermeasures for accidents during shutdown

(1 prevention of initiating event

(2)Recovery of initiating event

(3)Use of mitigation system

(4)Plant specific operation

•5
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I NTRODUCT I QN
• The results of recent foreign low power and shutdown PSA

(LPS-PSA) shows that risk at LPS operating modes are not
negligible.

Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation (NUPEC) has been
performing level 1 LPS-PSA on internal events for Japanese
typical 1,100MWe class.PWR and BWR plants since 1991 along
with PSA for full power operating mode, sponsored by the
Japanese regulatory authority, Agency of Natural Resoures
and Energy (ANRE) / Ministry of International Trade and
Industry (MITI).

NUPEC's LPS-PSA are originally conduted referring to the
Surry study (phase 1 & 2) performed by Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) for PWR and, the Grand Gulf study (phase 1)
performed by Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) for BWR.

The current main objective of the studies are to establish
level 1 PSA methodology.



PROCEDURES TAKEN FOR LEVEL 1 PSA

CATEGORIZATION OF PLANT OPERATIONAL STATES s PLANT INFORMATION

IDENTIFICATION OF INITIATING EVENTS

SYSTEM MODELING

HUMAN RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

QUANTIFICATION OF CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY

s OPERATING EXPERIENCE INFORMATION
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LOW POWER AND SHUTDOWN PSA

FOR PWR PLANT



S U M M A R Y O F P I L O T S T U D Y P L A N T ( P W R )

P i l o t study p lant is a Westinghouse type 1,10OMWe class 4 loop
PWR p lan t and has fo l l ow ing systems S components.

• 4 steam generators

• 4 reactor coolant pumps

• 4 accumulators

• 3 charging pumps

• 2 residual heat removal systems

• 2 high pressure injection systems

• 3 auxiliary feed water pumps (1 of them is turbine driven)

00



CATEGORIZATION OF PLANT OPERATIONAL STATES (BAH)

Water Level

Pressure and
Tenperature
of RCS

Tenp

RCS Filled Refueling Cavity Filled RCS Fi l led

•floan Tenperature
-AtiiDspheric Pressure

Zero Power
Tenp.

POB Category ' 1 2 6A 66 8 i 8' (without fuel) • 8 10A 10B 12 13 14 15

System Configuration (exanple):

• R H F J S

•CVCS

(operating).

•ECCS

• Supporting
Systems

•Electrical
Systens

(stand-by)

1



I D E N T I F I C A T I O N OF I N I T I A T I N G E V E N T S (PWR)

L o s s o f RHR (Lossof coolant before/diringmidlocpcperaticn ) (RHR2]

- Cbrrepcndire FOBs for refuel ing cutags : FOB GA 68 10\ 1CB

L o s s o f RHR ( 1 train failure) (RHRT1)

- Corresponding FOBs for refuel irg outags : FOB a 4, 5, 6\ 6B 7. 9. 1CW. KB 11. 12, 13

L o s s o f C o o l a n t Ac c i d e n t s ( Causd at branched systems jointed to RS or b/ perscmel mistakes ) U&K-LOCA)

- Corresponding FOBs for refuel irg cutagj : FOB 3. 4. 5, 11. XI 13

L o s s of O f f - s i t e P o w e r [LOSP]

- Cbrresportling FOBs for refuel irg outa^ : FOB 1. Z 3, 4. 5t 6A 6B 7. 9. W KB 11. 12 ia K 15

R e a c t i v i t y I n s e r t i o n A c c i d e n t s C R I A )

- Corregxndirg POBs for refuel ing cutags : POS 15

oo



S Y S T E M M O D E L I NG

Conventional small event tree / large fault tree method is
used.

H U M A N R E L I A B I L I T Y A N A L Y S I S

The popular THERP method is used.
THERP : Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction

D A T A B A S E

Data used for full power operating mode PSA are also used in
LPS-PSA.

Component failure rate data are based on U.S. data except
emergency diesel generator.



SYSTEM MODELING (PWFD

E x a m p l e : E v e n t t r e e f o r o s s o f R H R

Initiating

Event

Restoration of Rfi
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Nate : "Core Damage" means incovery of tcp of the core
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CONTRIBUTION TO CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY (PWR)

Final results will be provided within a year.

id Ioop operating mode (POS 6A, 6B, 10A, 10B) accounts for
about 80% of the total core damage frequency.
(Midloop operation with steam generator nozzle dams installed
(POS 6B, 10A) contributes the most.)

Loss of residual heat removal (RHR) due to loss of coolant at
midloop operation accounts for about 2/3 of the total core
damage frequency.
Total contribution of loss of RHR to core damage frequency is
about 90%.

Human error is the main contributor for core damage.
Assuming incomplete operating procedures, core damage frequency
is about one order higher compared with complete operating
procedures.



CONCLUS I ON

The-results show that midloop operating mode mostly
contributes to core damage frequency.

Especially, loss of residual heat removal (loss of coolant at
midloop operation) with nozzle dams installed followed by
failure of all recovery actions is the main accident scenario
for core damage.

00
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LOW POWER AND SHUTDOWN PSA

FOR BWR PLANT



SUMMARY OF PILOT STUDY PLANT (BWR)

Pilot study plant is IJOOMWe class BWR/5 type and has following
systems useful for shutdown state safety.

— System for Core Cooling and Heat Removal

• 2 Residual Heat Removal system (RHR)
• 3 Low Pressure Coolant Injection system (LPCI)
• 2 Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs)
• 1 High Pressure Core Spray system (HPCS)

(Include one Diesel Generator for HPCS)
• 1 Low Pressure Core Spray system (LPCS)

— System additionally useful for Core Cooling and Heat Removal

• 1 Reactor Water Clean-up System (RWCS)
• 2 Fuel Pool Cooling and clean-up System (FPCS)
- 1 Make-Up Water System (MUWS)
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Fig. B-1 Key parameters during Shutdown (BWR/5)



IDENTIFICATION OF INITIATING EVENTS
(BWR)

L o s s o f RHR Coo I i ng

— RHR shutdown cooling mode failure

L o s s o f O f f - s i t e Power [ L O S P ]

L o s s o f C o o l a n t A c e i d e n t s [LOCA]

— Include LOCA events in .RHR that are typical to shutdown conditions.

V©



SYSTEM MODELING {&me 3S

Conventional small event tree / large fau l t tree method is used.

HUMAN R E L I A B I L I T Y ANALYSIS

The popular THERP method is used.
* THERP : Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction

DATABASE

• Data used for fu l l power.operating mode PSA are also used in LPS-PSA.

Component fa i lure rate data are based on U.S. data except emergency
diesel generator.



IDENTIFICATION OF INITIATING EVENTS
(BWR)

L o s s o f RHR C o o l i n g

— RHR shutdown cooling mode fa i lure

L o s s o f O f f - s i t e Power [ L O S P ]

© L o s s o f C o o l a n t A c e i d e n t s [ L O C A ]

— Include LOCA events in RHR that are typical to shutdown conditions.



SYSTEM MODELING ( S - aS P B )

Conventional small event tree / large fault tree method is used.

HUMAN R E L I A B I L I T Y ANALYSIS

The popular THERP method is used.
* THERP : Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction

DATABASE

Data used for full power.operating mode PSA are also used in LPS-PSA.

Component failure rate data are based on U.S. data except emergency
diesel generator.
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CONTRIBUTION TO CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY
(BWR)

The CDF for POS C contributes approximately 40% to the total CDF.

— Water level is as low as normal water level.
(Reactor well is not fi I led.)

— Only one of two trains of emergency power systems and mitigation
sysyterns is avaiI able.

LOSP of initiating events contributes approximately 60% to the total
CDF.

— Because only one of two trains of emergency power systems and
corresponding mitigation systems can be used in POS B1, B2, B3
and C.

— Sensitivity analysis was performed - Existing diesel driven
fire fighting pumps further decrease core damage frequency.



CONCLUS ION (BWR)

• The main contributors to CDF during LPS are as follows;

— Diagnosis time determined from decay heat and coolant invent ry.
— Diagnosis failure for manual initiation of ECCS.
— L O S P which occured when only one of two trains is available

due to maintenance.

The level 1 PSA methodology for internal events during LPS has been
established.
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Experiences with loss of natural circulation events, performed experiments, analysis,
computations and development of operational documents.

Abstract:

The refuelling of the unit 4 was started on 18. June, 1988.. At the time of the event the reactor
•was in cold shutdown state, with atmospheric pressure, the reactor head was removed. On.
June 30 the operational personnel performed a planned switch over of natural circulation
from loops 4., 6. to loops 1., 3.

In the meantime the effectiveness of the core cooling by natural circulation decreased sharply
for about 3 hour-period. After switching over the natural circulation among the loops the
operating personnel isolated the loops 4., 6. and started to drain them. Nitrogen used to drain
the loops was unintentionally injected into the loops in operation and large amount of
primary coolant was pushed out from the SG primary side to the reactor vessel.

The operators tried to stop the disturbance of natural circulation by starting the booster
pump of make-up system periodically to the working loops. During this injection the
personnel performed venting few times to take away the gas-air mixture from the top of the
SG primary headers. After all the restoration of the natural circulation was achieved by
continuous venting the SG headers.

During 1993 annual refuelling outage of Unit 2 at Paks NPP a deterioration of natural
circulation in reactor coolant system occurred.

A special maintenance task was being performed to repair the cladding of the sealing bellows
between the reactor vessel and reactor cavity. For this work the reactor was covered by the
dummy cover, used during pressure tests, and pressurised by air for 50 mbar. During the
cladding process the workers recognised a significant temperature increase of the surface of
the sealing bellows and the reactor dummy cover. However, the control room instrumentation
did not reflect any temperature changes. Later, when the cladding had been finished, the
reactor was still closed but the pressure was already released, control room operators noticed
the increase of reactor coolant temperature and temperature difference in loops and
recognised the deterioration of natural circulation in reactor coolant system. The necessary
actions required by the emergency procedures were taken and the natural circulation was
restored The deterioration of natural circulation was caused by uncontrolled decrease of.
water level in reactor.
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1. Degradation of the natural circulation of the Unit 4

1.1. Even t description

The unit 4 of Paks NPP was in cold shutdown condition for refuelling. Reactor pressure vessel
was depressurized, in cold condition with average coolant temperature T,vg. of 42 °C, reactor
cover was removed. Decay heat was being removed by two loops' (4. and 6.) natural
circulation. Average differential temperature AT in the loops was 12 °C.

Sequence of events:

00:40 Operational personnel started a planned switch over the natural circulation from
loops 4. and 6. to 1. and 3.

01:30 The switchover of the loops was performed, natural circulation started to develop
in the newly operational loops. Then loop 4. and 6. were isolated by main gate
valves (MGV)and started to drain.

01:45 To increase of the speed of draining of the loop 4, 6 the 5 bar's, nitrogen system
was connected to the SG primary headers. At the same time the water level in the
reactor pressure vessel increased quickly and bubbles appeared on the surface of
water.

02:00 Nitrogen was disconnected and an attempt was made to tighten the main gate
valves of loop 4., 6. Due to it was believed that the main gate valves had a leak
through. Operational personnel performed the-venting of main steam headers. The
AT continually decreased, T slowly increased.

02:35 The reactor water level was reduced to the original level by draining of loop 1, 3.

02:50 AT further decreased, for this reason the draining was stopped.

02.55 AT practically reached 0 °C. Loop 1 and 3 and steam generators were vented.
According to this interaction the AT increased to the value of 5 °C but the natural
circulation remained unstable.

03:05 Operators started the booster pump of make-up system periodically to improve the
natural circulation effectiveness while the field operators performed periodical
venting at the SG primary headers.

03:45 Personnel noticed the steaming on the water surface of the reactor in reactor hall.

04:00 Operators increased the flow rates of the coolant at secondary sides of the steam
generators and of the component cooling water of the residual heat removal (RHR)
heat exchangers.

04:55 The venting of the loops 1., 3. was resumed, and the valves were left in that
position. AT began to increase.

05:10 The AT differential temperature in loops 1., 3. increased up to 39,5 °C and average
coolant temperature increased up to 57 °C, then decreased.

05:45 The effective natural circulation gradually stabilised with differential temperature in
the loops of 19 °C, average coolant temperature of 38 CC. The situation had been
under control.
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1.2. Safety assessment:

The main cause of the event was the mishandling of the venting valves by field operator during
connection of the nitrogen to the loops. The nitrogen unintentionally was injected into the
loops on natural circulation and the coolant was forced out of the SG primary headers, which
is resulted in drying out of the heat transfer tubes of steam generators. Due to that the
circulation was blocked.

Consequence of the event and influence to the safety:

• The recorded hot leg temperature in the loop 1 increased up to 88 °C and in the loop 3. up
to 77 °C.

• Investigations and analysis (radiochemistry, reactorphysics) performed immediately after
the events stated that the heat-up of reactor core did not mean any risk to the fuel
assemblies. The follow-up analysis, made by KFKI (Central Research Institute of Physics)
showed that the maximum fuel cladding temperature was 114,5 °C.

The evaluation of personnel activities

• Root cause of the event was the lack of the QA activities during operation with natural
circulation. There were found several improper activities, such as: valve opening-closing
without independent review, decision making based on the short term change of the
parameters. Contrary to the often used manner of the natural circulation the related parts of
the operation and safety instructions proved to be in poor quality.

• The operational personnel in the first time misunderstood the situation, did not realise that
the cause of the problem could have been the presence of a nitrogen cushion in the upper
region of operational loops (SG primary headers). Operators were misled by events
because they believed the main gate valves of the loops 4., 6. had a leak through.

• After the incorrect evaluation of the event's nature wrong interventions had been made
with starting to drain the loops in natural circulation followed by reduction of the reactor
water level to the initial value. Hereby the natural circulation suffered a new disturbance.

The natural circulation was restored when the nitrogen cushion was blown out of SG primary •
headers.

1.3. Corrective Measures

• The influence to safety of the poor quality of operational activities: namely interactions
without written authorisation and the lack of the independent review was stressed during
the operational personnel retraining..

• The operational and emergency procedures had been verified and the inadequate parts
completed and improved.

• A series of experiments were conducted to gain more detailed data on natural circulation
behaviour under different disturbances.

• Analysis of available information on the similar events at other W E R plants was
performed. Lessons learned from these events also was used to improve the quality of
operational documents
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2. Degradation of natural circulation on Unit 2

2.1. Even t description:

Prior to the event Unit 2 of Paks NPP was shut down for annual maintenance and refuelling.
The reactor was disassembled and reactor cooling was provided by natural circulation,
maintained in the reactor coolant loops 1 and 5. Decay heat was being removed from primary,
circuits via steam generators secondary side by forced circulation.

On 12 September 1993 preparation of a special task, Ni-cladding of sealing bellows between
the reactor vessel and the reactor cavity, was being performed upon an approved program. The
reactor was filled up to 200 mm below the reactor flange level and the reactor dummy cover,
used during pressure tests, was installed on the reactor. Beyond that, in order to prevent
penetration of liquids used during maintenance into the reactor vessel, a small overpressure (50
mbar) was created by compressed air injection below the reactor dummy cover according to
the repair programme.

On 14 September the workers performing the cladding recorded in their log the increase of
metal temperature of the sealing bellows. At 10:00 the temperature was 31 °C, at 14:00 it was
38 °C and at 17:00 it was 42 °C according to the contact thermometer measurements. On 15
September the workers acting on the reactor experienced that the sole of their plastic
protecting shoes had melted. This indicated a significant temperature increase of the reactor
dummy cover and respectively the water in the reactor. Maintenance staff did not consult the'
anomaly with control room operators. No reactor coolant temperature change was noticed in
control room at that time. At 19.30 the cladding work had been finished and the pressure
release from reactor was started.

At 23.35 the instrumentation in control room reflected primary coolant temperature and
temperature difference increase. The personnel conducted the necessary inspections: checking
the venting of loops 1 and 5, the absence of nitrogen supply and the cooling from secondary
side. No anomaly and no explanation for malfunction of the natural circulation was found. To
restore natural circulation the reactor dummy cover had to be removed. In order to decrease
the water level in reactor, which was above the flange level, operators opened the drains in
loop 1. According to the requirements of emergency operating procedures after removing the
reactor dummy cover personnel isolated and then reconnected the loops one by one. Finally the
circulation in loops 1 and 5 was restored.

According to the temperature records the highest temperature reached during the event was 99.
°C. It has to be noted, that the limited number of monitored parameters during refuelling
outage caused difficulties for the personnel. The only parameters that could be monitored by
the operators in the control room were the average coolant temperature and the temperature
difference. The work of reactor water level sensors and the reactor pressure sensors was not
reliable during the event.

2.2. Safety assessment:

The temperature limitation prescribed in Technical Specifications was exceeded. Reactor
coolant temperature increased above 70 °C for a period of 1 h. According to the temperature
measurements the violation occurred between 03:30 and 04:30 on 16 September, 1993.
Relying upon the reports written by the personnel it seems that the violation lasted longer in
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reality, however the exact duration of it could not be defined due to lack of readings of the hot
leg temperature values.

After the reactor dummy cover was removed steaming from the reactor was observed and y -
dose rate at upper level of spent fuel pool increased to threefold of the value before and
reached 100-150 nGy/h. After 4 hours it dropped to 60-120 nGy/h. Increase of surface
contamination in reactor hall and on reactor platform could not be observed. No rise of activity
concentration in atmosphere of the reactor hall could be detected. Airborne radioactive
emission of first twin units did not rise either. During the event no personal contamination and
no overexposure occurred to personnel performing operation and maintenance activities in the
reactor hall.

An analysis was conducted to determine if damage to the fuel occurred. Checking, performed
after the event by Chemistry laboratory confirmed that no fuel damage occurred.

The information provided by instrumentation and measurements in course of event was very
limited. It caused difficulties for personnel coping with the malfunction and made very difficult
to analyse the event and find the causes afterwards. The ongoing modification activities and
maintenance work during the outage put most of the measurement and data recorders out of
service.

a. Temperature measurement:

Only average coolant temperature which formed from reactor inlet and outlet
temperature measurement (loop cold leg and hot leg ) and the loop temperature
difference were available for operators. Recording of these parameters was not
permanent either. There is no permanent temperature measurement in the reactor at the
core outlet when the reactor head is removed. When natural circulation is deteriorated,.
mean coolant temperature and temperature difference between cold and hot legs do not
provide sufficient information about the temperature in the reactor core itself

b. Water level measurement in the reactor:

The design of reactor does not include instrumentation for water level measurement. For
such purposes in shutdown conditions the sensing-lines of core pressure difference
instrumentation are used. Unfortunately, because of the reactor construction
characteristics and unreliable performance of instruments conflicting water level values
were measured during the event, especially at closed and pressurised reactor. Therefore
those readings could not be given much credit during event analysis.

c. Pressure measurement under reactor cover

Reviewing the available pressure readings the measurement did not seem reliable during
the event.

Inspection of the reducer-manometer device used for pressurising the reactor revealed a
significant defect. The reducer-manometer during the inspection performed in laboratory
indicated 80 mbar while real pressure was IS mbar. According to the report of the
foreman performing the pressurisation before cladding the manometer indicated 60 mbar
while there was atmospheric pressure. This coincided with the laboratory test.
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Information available for personnel during the event and afterwards, during the investigation,
was not comprehensive enough to make firm conclusions. To collect more information for
event analysis a special program, "Disturbance of Natural Circulation", was developed and
carried out. It was performed after refuelling, during the decontamination of spent fuel pool,
when the conditions were similar to those existing during the event, but differed in the
following:

a) During the event natural circulation was maintained in two loops but the experiment
provided circulation only in one loop, the other loops were in standby condition.

b) The experiment lasted for 16 hours, while repair of the sealing bellows was conducted
during 3 days.

c) Decay heat rate during the experiment corresponded to half of the heat power produced
during the event.

After evaluation of the performed program the following conclusions could be drawn:

• Pressurisation and depressurization of the reactor (in the course of experiment) was a
much faster process than it was during repair of sealing bellows. Prior to the event it,
took 45 minutes for the prescribed pressure to develop, while during the experiment it
took only a few minutes.

• During the program a pressure increase under the reactor dummy cover occurred. It
could be caused only by the leakage of pressurised air into the reactor through the
reducer-manometer device.

• Natural circulation seemed to be a rather stable process. It compensated minor
disturbances smoothly. Injection of cold water into the hot leg of the loop with natural
circulation did not affect the circulation significantly. Circulation was not deteriorated by
connecting the draining systems of cold and hot leg of the loop either.

• Considering the experiment and event conditions, loss of the natural circulation can be
explained only by decrease of water level in the reactor below the hot nozzle leveL

Since the cause of the event could not be firmly identified during the investigation on she, Paks1

NPP applied to the Central Research Institute for Physics (KFKI) in Budapest for analysis of
the event. Beyond the analysis of reports and records available at the she, experiments were
performed on the Integral Test Facility for W E R 440/213 Safety Studies (PMK-2) at the
institute. The objective of the experiments was to simulate the event and to carry out a wider
analysis of natural circulation mode.

2.3. Event cause, corrective actions:

Based on the facts discovered during the investigation and the results of the analysis carried
out by KFKI the following conclusions were made. The deterioration of natural circulation was
caused by uncontrolled decrease of water level in reactor. The possible contributors to the low
level in reactor are listed below:

• pressurisation under the reactor dummy cover having unreliable instrumentation
(pressure and level measurement problems, leaking reducer-manometer device)
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• leakage of coolant from reactor to the isolated loops

• drainage of reactor before removal of dummy cover supposing high level in the reactor

However none of the above listed assumption could be confirmed by the investigation or
analysis due to lack of adequate information.

The investigation could not find the explanation for the reported rapid temperature increase of
the sealing bellows and the reactor dummy cover during the cladding process.

Analysing the activities performed by maintenance personnel, the fact should be considered
that the repair program did not include the necessary instructions for elimination of a possible
anomaly. For operational personnel the clear understanding of the event was hindered by
insufficient and unconfirmed information available on instruments in unit control room.

To prevent the recurrence of similar events during natural circulation mode the investigation
team proposed the following corrective actions

• The decontamination of refuelling pond and pressurisation under reactor head prescribed in

the technology of the silfon repair and cladding will not be allowed to be performed in the

future. Possible actions for compensating this have to be defined, elaborated and approved

by the Nuclear Safety Inspectorate.

• The possible improvement of the reactor level instruments reliability have to be examined.

• The possible introduction of temperature measurement of the upper plenum at sealed

reactor has to be examined .

• List of parameters required for natural circulation mode has to be set up and they should be

incorporated into the related operating procedures.

o It has to be examined whether spare thermocouples of the loop could be used for measuring

temperature in narrow range.

3. Experimental programs for filling in the gaps in knowledge revealed during
natural circulation incidents as well as their scope, results and consequences

In the nuclear power plant the mathematical modelling of the natural circulation processes was
commenced already in 1985. A simplified model was elaborated which certain processes could
be simulated with.

In order to realise the six-loop simulation the model was improved by building in of a mixing
model.

The 1988's cause of the natural circulation incident was identified by the personnel as late as
3.5 hours after beginning of the event. It can be said that the procedural deficiencies and the
gaps in the personnel's knowledge were important contributors of the emergency situation.

Following the incident, in order to become acquainted with the natural circulation processes
experiments were conducted the experience of which was included in the emergency operating
procedure. It became clear however, that in shutdown state of the reactor only a low number
of measuring systems are in operation and so the incidents cant be identified. Therefore the
computer simulation of the processes is essential for exact knowledge of them.
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The 1993's supposed cause of the natural circulation incident was the pressure created under
the provisional reactor head without control led to decreasing of the water level fall below the
hot leg nozzles. An experimental program was prepared for reveal of the incident causes. In
the course of the program the incident cause couldn't be established.

After investigation of the incident the Nuclear Power Research Institute of the Central
Research Institute for Physics (KFKI AEKI) conducted physical model experiments in order to
acquire knowledge about the natural circulation disturbances and to reveal the cause of the.
incident. The experience of the experiments was summed up in a research report.

It was established that the code RELAP is suitable for mathematical modelling of the natural
circulation incidents only to a limited extent.

Simultaneously the improvement of the mathematical model created in the plant before was
given priority. As a result of the development the code CRUISE was elaborated which is fully
suitable for dynamic simulation of the one-phase, six-loop natural circulation processes. By
applying this model any feasible activity characteristically of a given operating mode can be
simulated as well as transients (change of loops, loss of cooling, level falls etc.) can be
followed. In March 1994, for validation of the model experiments were conducted in unit 4.

3.1. Results of the experiment performed after the natural circulation incident on 30
June 1988:

Aim of the experiment:

To acquire knowledge about how the changes occurring at natural circulation, with,
depressurized and open reactor drained under the flange affect the parameters shown by the
primary circuit measurements as well as what the indications are from which the Operator can
conclude abnormalities in the circulation.

Method of the experiment.

Creating of transients on the reactor by affecting the flowrate in the primary circuit and the
cooling system:

— closing of the hot leg main gate valve on one of the two operating loops,

— simultaneous termination of the secondary side circulation on two operating loops,

— increase of the secondary side cooling water flowrate (taking of the standby cooling
pump into operation).

Performance of the above activities in three different process conditions:

— water level in the reactor: flange-200 mm, SG headers vented, water level in the
headers and in the reactor is the same,

— water level in the reactor: flange-1050 mm, SG headers vented, water level in the
headers and in the reactor is the same,

— water level in the reactor: flange-200 tnTnt primary SG headers of one loop filled up
fully and vented (in this SG the water level is higher than in the reactor).

Experience:

— In the course of performance of the experiment it became clear that the personnel doesn't
know what reactor level is required in the SGs if the reactor is drained under the flange
(should h be filled up fully or should h be equalised with the reactor level).There is no clear
description about what in this case by venting of the SG is meant. (Later on it was proved
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that for maintaining of the natural circulation one part of the SG cooling surface is
sufficient, at the reactor drained under the flange it is safer to maintain a SG water level
equalised with the reactor).

— The third operating condition couldn't be created during the experiment since the filling up
of the SGs would have required closing of the main gate valves on the given loop however,
the main gate valves couldn't be operated during the measurement.

— The loop thermometers showed significant calibration deficiency in the given temperature
range (This has been solved since then.)

— The system participating in the natural circulation gives a relative prompt response on the
different interventions however, the temperature changes are slow..

— At suspension of the circulation the temperatures on the section not isolated by the
suspension don't change while on the isolated section there is a severe cooling.

— The observation of AT and the average temperature during the transient gives no clear
information. The cold leg and hot leg temperatures are to be followed separately. ~

— If at operation with two loops the value of the AT held stable has changed by more than
25 %, it always indicates a severe disturbance of the natural circulation. (For example the
loss of circulation on one loop.)

— According to measurement of the wall temperature of the provisional loop no stratified
flow can be supposed.

3.2. Results of the experiment performed after the natural circulation incident on 15
September 1993:

Aim of the experiment:

Reveal of the conditions which have led to disturbance of the natural circulation during the
silfon nickel plating.

Method of the experiment.

Pressure test head on the reactor, water level in the reactor flange-380 mm) loop 2 in natural
circulation, loop 4 in standby operation. Interventions performed during the program:

— Pressurisation of the space under the pressure test head, data collection at 20, 50 and
70 mbar.

— Increase of water level in the reactor by 200 mm the coolant is to be injected
through the pressurizer.

— Restoring of the reactor water level to the initial value.

— Opening of the drain lines of the loops participating in the circulation, draining for 4
hours.

— Injection of water into hot leg of the operating loop for 30 minutes.

— Release of pressure under the pressure test head.

On basis of the experimental results the cause of the incident occurring during the silfon nickel
plating couldn't be established.

3.3. Results of the experiment performed by KFKI-AEKI on the physical model PMK
after the natural circulation incident on IS September 1993:
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Aim of the experiment:

Investigation of the scope of interventions causing the disturbance of natural circulation.
Investigation of the incident occurring during the silfon nickel plating. Presentation of
suggestions for provisional change of the operating procedures, drawing of consequences.
Investigation of the suitability of the code RELAP for modelling of natural circulation
incidents. .

Scope of the experiment.

During the model experiments every incident is to be continued until the boiling of water.

— Reconstruction of the plant incident.

— Injection of cold water into the hot leg at different flowrates.

— Injection of gas into upper part of the reactor.

— Injection of gas into the SG headers.

— Closing of main gate valve in the cold leg.

Experience:

Reconstruction of the incident:

It can be supposed that the incident was caused by uncontrolled injection of gas and as a
consequence of this by decrease of the water level in the reactor vessel. The water level may
have been reduced to such an extent that the water level fell below the hot leg nozzle. Based
on the experiment results it can be established as follows:

— natural circulation stops only in the case when the coolant level falls below the hot
leg nozzle,

— the gas doesn't reach the SG headers,

— there is volumetric boiling in the reactor for long time however, the loop
temperatures don't change and therefore the operating personnel doesn't notice the
incident,

— after the gas isolation the circulation starts.

General conclusions on basis of the performed measurements:

— In the case of the pressure test head put on the reliable measurement of the pressure
of gas (with two calibrated manometers) injected into the upper plenum is a basic
requirement. Prior to the injection of gas the condition of the vent lines of the system
is to be known. (The pressurisation of the reactor closed with a provisional head is an
forbidden activity since the incident.)

The reliable measurement of the reactor water level at closed reactor vessel is a basic
requirement, the measurement of the water level is to be ensured by a technical
solution.

— The coolant temperature in the upper plenum is to be known as the loop
temperatures aren't suitable for detection of suspension of the natural circulation.

— The uncontrolled ingress of gas into the SG headers is to be prevented by a technical
solution. (Made.)
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It was established that the code RELAP is suitable for modelling of the natural
circulation incidents only to a limited extent.

3.4. Experiment results required for validation of mathematical model of the natural
circulation (21-23 March 1994):

Aim of the experiment:

Determination of thermohydraulic parameters of the mathematical model to be established for
investigation of the natural circulation, investigation of characteristics of the natural circulation
operating mode.

Scope of the experiment:

Creating of transients on the reactor:

— closing of the hot leg main gate valve on one of the two operating loops,

— increase of the secondary side cooling water flowrate,

— restoration of the secondary side cooling water flowrate,

— partial opening of the hot leg main gate valve of the isolated loop,

— restoration of the two-loop circulation

The operations listed above were performed at a refuelling water level of flange-200 mm

Experience:

— In the course of the experiment the hot leg temperature of the loop isolated from the
natural circulation decreased under that of the cold leg. Despite that, after partial opening
of the mam gate valve the circulation started not in the opposite direction. This is possible'
because the pressure difference required for circulation is determined by density of the hot
leg hot water in the reactor and by density of the colder water in the hot leg loop above
that as well as by density of the cold leg water which is hotter than that of the hot leg.
Since in the hot leg loop the distribution of the water column heights required for the
pressure difference shows that there is hot water in the main part of it (in the reactor), the
average water density in the hot leg will be below that of the cold leg and as a consequence
of this the circulation can start only in the normal direction.

— In both experiments it could be seen that after reopening of the hot leg main gate valve to
200 turns a steady circulation is established also in these loops. The flowrate is in this case
a little lower than at fully opened main gate valve but it can be explained by the fact that
the discharge area of the mam gate valve reopened to 200 turns is only a portion of that of
the fully opened valve.

— The series of experiments had to be repeated at refuelling water level because during
performance of the program other activities beyond the program caused disturbance of the •
natural circulation. About the first, unsuccessful performance of this series of
measurements it can be said as follows:

The disturbance of the natural circulation was caused not by closing of one of the main gate
valves as in the repeated experiment no occurrences similar to those in the first one could be
noticed.

Since in the unit two interventions were performed simultaneously (closing of the main gate
valve and lifting out of the shiice gate between the spent fuel pool and the refuelling pool), it
can't be decided whether the disturbance of natural circulation was caused by simultaneous
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effect of these or by lifting out of the sluice gate. The lifting out of the sluice gate may be taken'
into consideration because the spent fuel pool had been filled up to the refuelling water level
earlier, the steady temperature conditions had been already established and these were certainly
not the same as at opened sluice gate. Furthermore, the mixing processes after the lifting out
aren't known. The closing of the main gate valve on one of the loops opposite to each other led
also to distortion of the core cooling symmetry therefore it may be supposed that both
interventions contributed to the disturbance simultaneously.

Based on the facts described above h isn't suggested that in the unit operating in natural
circulation mode more than one activities affecting the circulation are performed
simultaneously. For ensuring the symmetrical cooling of the core h is advisable to maintain the
natural circulation on two loops being opposite to each other in every case.

Since the loop temperature measurements don't supply satisfactory information about the
existence of the natural circulation, during performance of the experiment, based on the
measurements of At and prior to acquiring knowledge of the emerging processes the series of
measurements had to be stopped. It is essential to implement measurements which give exact.
information about the existence of the circulation and the safe cooling.

4. Optimised emergency operating procedure for managing the disturbances of the
natural circulation

4.1. Required scope of the emergency operating procedure:

In case of a disturbance of the natural circulation one chapter of the emergency operating
procedure is to be applied. The chapter "Loss of the natural circulation during residual heat
removal from the core of the procedure gives the operating personnel instructions to reveal
and eliminate the causes.

The emergency operating procedure is aimed to be of aid for the operating personnel in
revealing the causes of the incidents and to offer proposals for elimination methods of these
with possible consideration of all the circumstances which may affect the occurrence and
sequence of the incident.

On basis of that, for managing of a given accident the emergency operating procedure should,
consider following factors:

1. Possible causes of the disturbance of the natural circulation

- Reactor level fall below the hot leg nozzles,

- Level fall in the steam generator's primary headers,

- Closing of the hot leg main gate valve,

- Closing of the hot leg main gate valve,

- Closing of the cold leg main gate valve

• Closing of both main gate valves,

- Deterioration of the secondary cooling.

2. According to the Reactor Operating Procedure the following natural circulation operating
modes are possible:

- natural circulation on two loops

- natural circulation on one loop
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- change of loops in the case of a natural circulation on two loops

- change of loops in the case of a natural circulation on one loop

In the present emergency operating procedure there is no differentiation of the disturbances
occurring during the different modes of operation however, the incidents can be identified
on basis of the parameters measured, the way of reveal and elimination of the causes differ
in every operating mode.

3. Based on the paragraph above, the parameter changes occurring during the different
operating modes have to be evaluated in the case of every circulation disturbance
separately. For example:

- decrease or loss of circulation on one of two operating loops,

- decrease or loss of circulation on two of two operating loops,

- decrease or loss of circulation in the case of one operating loop.

In the situations not mentioned there are conditions which are similar to those listed above.

4. In the present emergency operating procedure the note "validate by measuring" is included
in several paragraphs what indicates that at time of elaboration of this procedure there were
still indefinite parts.

5. Based on this consideration the paragraph describing the personnel's activity in the
situations listed above is to be revised as welL

6. The loop change activities dealt with in the reactor operating procedure are to be
investigated with consideration of the experience gained during the circulation
measurements and the different incidents as well.

4.2. Necessity of optimised algorithm of the emergency operation:

On basis of the operating experience and the experience gained so far during the incidents at
natural circulation as well as the physical experiments conducted on model PMK of the Central
Research Institute for Physics (KFKI) and on units of the Paks NPP and further on based on
the mathematical model experiments with code Cruise the algorithm of the emergency
operating procedure can be elaborated.

The optimised algorithm is given both in text and in the form of flow diagram. The personnel
acting according to the algorithm is certain to make all the required decisions and at the same
time excludes all the activities which aren't inevitably required for the urgent emergency
operation. This way the algorithm not only directs and facilitates the decision-making but for
reducing the time required for emergency operation optimises the number and sequence of
activities to be performed to some extent.

On basis of the conducted mathematical model experiments it can be established that because
of huge number of the emergency situations at natural circulation and the limited number of
real measurements performed that time, in most cases the cause of disturbance cant be
identified based on the unit parameters.

After identification of the abnormal situation, the personnel establishes the cause of natural
circulation disturbance - in contrary to the previous practice - not on the basis of the parameter
changes. At important points of divergence of the algorithm the operator takes a decision on
basis of the condition of the process systems and equipment and in most cases based on the
report of the shift operator sent to the place. (For example, the following parameters
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characteristic of the equipment condition serve as basis of the decisions: pump in operation /
out of operation, valve closed / not closed./

Anticipated changes of the parameters established on basis of the experiment and calculation
results are given in the algorithm, on the line of the cause inducing incidents (only) for
information. The required actions to be performed in order to eliminate the cause are listed for
every case. The process trend is reviewed on basis of the most important temperature
measurements. The flow diagram can't be escaped from until all of the causes are eliminated. In
the case when more than one causes of the circulation disturbance have been identified, the
personnel can localise every of them on basis of the flow diagram.

5. Current situation:

In order to gain more complete information during operation in future it was examined, if it
was possible to improve RPV level measurement reliability and introduce temperature
measurement in the upper plenum at sealed reactor. Different technical solutions were
reviewed, however the reactor equipment design did not allow any of them to be installed.
Therefore the possibility of some administrative measures was reviewed. In 1994 two other
WER units had similar problems with natural circulation and in both cases one of the
contributors was the pressurised air or nitrogen under reactor head or in the steam generators.
The Safety Committee of Paks NPP has recently decided to prohibit using pressurised gases
(nitrogen or air) when the primary coolant pressure is less then 10 bar.

A list of parameters required to be continuously monitored and recorded during natural
circulation mode was set up and incorporated into the related operating procedures.

During event analysis a new mathematical model of natural circulation on WER-440 reactors
was developed. Using the computer code the event was modelled. Using this tool a new -
similar to those symptom oriented - emergency procedure has been developed to handle the'
events during natural circulation. The emergency procedure is in the phase of validation and
verification now.

References: Istvan Lenkei: Degradation of the natural circulation of the Unit 4 at the Paks
NPP (IAEA IRS report)

Istvan Szabo: Loss of natural circulation in reactor coolant system ( WANO
EAR report)
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Operational personnel activities in case of natural circulation deterioration

Disturbance of natural circulation

Interaction prior the disturbance
according to the procedure of Reactor

Operation

NO YES

Urgent activities:
1. Shift manager notification,
1. On-ate inspection.

No cooling water or reduced flow trough
theRR30,31 W001 RHRheat exchanger,

or the
temperature of cooling water is

T > 30 °C

NO YES

Parameter's expected chances:

AT - decreases at the beginning of
the process, then anhiliTx

TUT *Thn(, T^id - increases

Actions to perform:
1. Check the component cooling lines,

open the unintendedly closed
valves.

2. Check the component cooling wa-
ter pump, start the reserve one if
tripped, or put into service the
standby system.

In the residue heal removal system:
-RR3738.45DO01 downstream,
- through the operational SG's
- through the RHR heat exchanger
coolant flow drops, or the coolant
temperature at the SG inlet
T >35'"C.

NO YES

- • Parameter's expected changes:

AT - decreases at the beginning of
the process, then stabilizes

Tavr., Tbot, Tcold - increases

OneormoreMGVsis(are)not opened
entirely or at all at the loop which

was(were) put into operation
Due to on-site inspection

NO YES

- • Parameter's expected chang
(Only for information)
Jommgpomt: 4. (Diagr. 4 . )
Backwards: 5. (Diagr. 4.)

Parameter's changes tend to the natural

circulation stabilization due to the
mteradions - according to the readnigs

NO YES

Actions to perform:
1. In case of pump trip the reserve

should be started.
2. Check the cooling path, open

the unmtendedly closed valves.
3. SG's venting at the secundary

side.

Actions to perform:
All the operational loops' MG Vs are to
open.

Diagram 1.
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Reactor pressure vessel is open
water level is over the main joint.

NO YES

Parameter's expected changes:

!"„,, T,.,, T,,ui- increases

- no specific changes>VT

Reactor pressure vessel is open

water level is below the main joint.

NO YES

Closed RPV with unpressurized
(atmospheric) audition.

NO YES

Water level is below the hot leg nozzle.

NO YES

Parameter's expected changes:

r«,,T|»i,AT - slowly increases

U -no specific changes

Parameter's expected changes:

4T, T^u - no specific changes

Actions to perform:
I. Fill an SG both primary and

secundary side with closed
MGVs.
If there is a possibility.

t. After the fill-up of an SG
close all the operational SG's
MGVs.

». Open the newly filled loop
MGVs. In case of closed RPV
vent the reactor.

1 Check the isolated SFs both
primary and secundary side, refill,
vent them both side. After the pa-
rameters stabilization one loop
could be put into operation, the
other one is to put reserve state.

Actions to perform:
- *> Dpcrstional SG's primary headers lo vent.

Prevent nitrogen injection.

Water level in the RPV is over the main
joint after the venting.

NO YES

Actions to perform:
I. Operational SG's headers' ven-

ting valves are to open.
1. From the TX35(25)BOO1 -

by means of TC01D001, or
TK41D001 -pump througi
TK52(54) headers refill the
RPV by coolant.

I. Continue the refilling till water
level in RPV is over the main
joint.

I. Close the SG's venting valves.

Actions to perform:
I. Operational SG's headers' ven-

ting valves are to open.
I. Open the RPV venting valves.
» From the TK.15(25)n001-

by means of TCOID001, or
TK41D001 -?ump through
TK52(54) headers refill the
RPV by coolant

. Continue the refilling till
appereance of continuous
water jet through venting lines.

S. Close the SG's venting valves

Diagram 2.

Parameters are stable, natural circulation
is restored.

NO YES

Actions to perform:

1. Periodical operation of low
pressure injection pump
assure the core cooling.

2. Permanently check the
water level in the RPV.
Dram if needed.

Parameters are stable, natural circulation
is restored.

NO YES

Parameters are stable, natural circulation

is restored.

NO YES

L PROCEDURES



00

Change from 2 loops to 1
loop (RKU 5.1.4)
Loop changes by 2 loops.
(RKU 5.3.5.1)
Loop changes by 1 loop.
(RKU 5.3.5.2)

NO

T
YES

Impact of Interactions:
Unstable processes are developed

especially on low decay heat generation
level.

Transportation of RPV upper
head (RKU 5.1.1)
Underwater withdrawal of
lock between spent fuel pond
and refuelling pond,

when they are filled up
separately.
Flooding Unks injection teas
to the reactor.
(RKU 5.1.3)
Fill up of spent fuel pond
and refuelling pond.
(RKU 5.1.5)
Start of refuelling.

(RKU 5.2.2)

NO YES

Impact of Interactions:

These operational activities might disturb
the natural circulation, mainly due to the

reactor internal muong process.
Further actions are needed when the

process is not stabilized after relatively
long duration, or operational limits

exceedance is forseen.

Final stage of complete fuel
assembly removal,
Beginning of the reloading after
entire core removal.
(RKU 5.2.3)

NO YES

Impact of Interactions:
Termination of natural circulation or
commencing natural circulation. Low

temperature difference, primary coolant

mean temperature converges to the
secondary coolant temperature.

Other actions.

Actions to perform:
1. According to the procedure of

Reactor Operation.

I. If Ihe parameters are not stabili-
zed the initial condition is to be
restored.

Parameters are stable, natural circulation
is restored.

NO YES

fhe processes slowly stabilize. There is
significant temperature difference, no
operational limits exceed are expected

NO YES ' wecm ]

More then I loop in operation

NO YES

Actions to perform:

Standby loop should be put into service.

Parameters are stable, natural circulation
is restored.

NO YES

LJKKXBMf-
Actions to perform:

According to the procedure of Reactor
Operation

Prior to the copletion of the core entire
removal and after start of the reloading
there is a slight temperature difference

NO YES

- © -

Diagram 3.



•
One loop's natural circulation

NO YES

r
Every hot ICR MGV-s and none of (he
crAA W VI

Every cold

hot leg MC

GV-s are dosed

O YES

r
leg MGV-s and none of (he

jV-s are dosed

NO YES

T
Every MGV-5 are dosed

NO YES

Every hot

every cok

and all hot
I every oold
or all the

leg MGV-s are partially dosed
d leg MGV-s are opened, or
leg MGV-s are partially dosed
leg MGV-s are opened, or
leg MGV-s are partially dosed,
MGV-s are partially dosed

NO YES

One bat leg MGV is closed
all (he other MGV-s are not dosed.

NO YES

r
One cold leg MGV is dosed
all (he other MGV-s are not dosed

NEM YES

Hot leg MGV is dosed and
oold leg MGV is not dosed

NO YES

r
Hot leg MGV is not dosed and
oold leg MGV is dosed

NO YES

•
Every MGV is dosed

NO YES

Oneorboth MGV are partially dosed

r

In one loop both MGV-s are dosed, in all
the other loops' MGV-s are open.

NO

In one loo

YES

p

3 one of the MGV-s is dosed, or
artially dosed

r

•

Parameter's expected changes:
(Thermometers on the isolatelable parts of
loops. In case of two loops' natural
circulation both loops are switched m the
measurements.)

AT -decreases
T«, - no specific changes

Tha - decreases

Tcu-increases

AT -increases
T^.- no specific changes

Tb,, - increases

Tnu-decreases

|AT -decreases

" " ^ T ^ , -decreases
— p .

— •

— * •

— •

T t a - decreases

T n U -decreases

AT -increases

T^,-increases

Ti,,, - increases

Tcoid -no specific changes

AT -decreases

T . , - no specific changes

T t o , -decreases

T îdi -increases

Thou - decreases

TCTn; -oo specific changes

AT -increases
T«, - no specific changes
TfceM -increases
TraMI -decreases

T«I<E -oo specific changes

AT -decreases
T.^ - decreases

Tbai - decreases
TnM) -decreases

Tb«i- increases

Ti>UB - ° 0 specific changes

AT -increases
T^, - increases

T^j - increases

T^n -oo specific changes

Tbco - increases

Tnui -oo specific changes

I
i

•

•

T
-©

V
1

-S

- O

Diagram 4.
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IAEA Consultant's Meeting
Vienna, 6-10 November 1995

Consideration of Accidents
during Low Power and Shutdown Conditions

for VVER-type Reactors

V.Fedorov, N.Fil, V.Novak, V.Semishin
EDO Gidropress, Podolsk, Russia

1. Requirements of the Russian safety rules

The main Russian normative documents [1,2] on NPP safety are
"General Regulations for Nuclear Power Plant Safety" (so called OPB of
years 1973, 1982 and 1988 editions) and "Nuclear Safety Regulations
for Nuclear Power Stations' Reactor Plants" (so called PBYa of years
1974 and 1989 editions ). The OPB is the top-level document containing
standards and regulations which arise from the specific of a nuclear
power plant as a possible source of radiation impacts on personnel,
population and environment. The PBYa document specifies the general
requirements aimed at ensuring nuclear safety during design,
construction and operation of the reactor plant.

One can point out a few items of these documents dealing (directly or
indirectly) with the low power and shutdown conditions. For example,
the OPB requires to ensure safety in the face of any of the postulated
initiating event; so, the reactor plant designer must take into account all
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the possible initial conditions including power operation, cooling down or
heating up, refuelling and so on. There are some OPB requirements
which refer to the case when safety systems or their channel are out of
operation intentionally due to reactor coolant system conditions (e.g.,
isolation of VVER-1000 ECCS hydroaccumulators at Pi < 7 MPa or
switch-off of HPSI at Ti < Tc in the course of the RCS cooling down).
In particular, the relevant information should be clearly and
permanently indicated in the control room.

The PBYa document requires that the reactor plant design should
provide for technical measures aimed at protecting the RCS from
inadvertent coolant draining; the admissibility of partial drainage
during maintenance work and refuelling should be substantiated in the
design documentation. The admissability and pre-conditions for making
one channel of the ECCS inoperable should be validated in the reactor
plant design. The requirements to the availability of safety important
systems and to the scope of neutron flux and reactivity monitoring
during shut down conditions (including refuelling) shoul be clearly
defined in the design.

There are special requirements related to subcriticality during shut
down conditions. In VVERs, during refuelling all the control rods are
inserted into the core and the subcriticality should be not less than 0.02
without taking into account the control rods. The same subcriticality of
a shut-down reactor should be assured during any nuclear hazardous
work. Before the reactor start-up, all the scram control rods should be
in the upper position and initial subcriticality should be not less than
0.01 in the state with the maximum multiplication factor. All these
requirements aimed to exclude exessive core power in case of a failure
in the relevant system (for instance, boron dilution).

2. Requirements on LPS events for safety analysis report

Appendix 4 of the normative document [3] PN AE G-l-004-87 (so
called TS TOB RU-87) gives the recommended list of initiating events
to be considered in the safety analysis report for a VVER reactor plant
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design. This list practically does not contain low power and shut down
(LPS) specific events (the only exeption is the control rod group
withdrawal during start-up).

Recently (from 01.08.95) a new regulatory document [4] was put in
force in Russia, "Requirements to the Content of the Report on
Substantion of Safety of NPP with VVER-type Reactors" PN AE G-01-
036-95. Annex 15-1 of this document recommends the minimum list of
initiating events to be considered in the safety analysis report. This list
includes in the explicit form only two events which might be considered
as LPS-specific ones: control rod withdrawal at zero power and loss of
power during refuelling.

3. Current design approach to LPS events

One can see from the above description that the Russian normative
documentation does not contain extensive and detailed requirements
concerning to the analysis of LPS-specific accidents. However as it is
mentioned in Section 1, the OPB includes the very general requirement
to ensure safety in all the posssible plant conditions. Therefore the
reactor plant designer when developing the list of design basis accidents
has to take into account low power and shutdown conditions.

That means careful consideration of each intiating event to find the
most conservative plant conditions in terms of reactor power and
availability of safety systems relevant to the given plant condition. As a
result, for WER-type reactors a number of initiating events and
sequences have been analysed both for full power and zero power
conditions. The most important LPS sequences analysed for existing
VVERs at low power and subcritical state are

- inadvertent withdrawal of the control.rod group;
- control rod ejection;
- boron dilution due to CVCS malfunction;
- leaks from the secondary system (steam line breaks and opening of

steam valves)
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Besides, in the frame different activities for existing NPPs with VVER
(safety improvement measures implementation, emergency operating
procedures development, etc.) some other LPS-specific accidents have
been considered taking into account unavailability of some safety-
related equipment and bypassing of some signals for emergency
protection and engineered safety features actuation. For example,
analyses of loss of core cooling during cold shut-down with reactor head
removed, break of RHRS pipe during cooling down without ECCS
passive part have been performed for the standard VVER-1000 reactor
(V-320 design).

Extensive study of VVER-1000 core cooling was performed for the
development of refuelling and repair procedures. To open the reactor
for refuelling, water level in the reactor decreases 0.3 m below the
main flange (15 hours after reactor shut down). The refuelling is being
performed 3 days after reactor shut down and water level is 9 m above
the main flange. The residual heat during this period is removed by
two RHRS channels (injection in cold legs and let down from hot legs or
from the ECCS hydroaccumulator "hot" pipes).

During the repair works with the decreased reactor water level, the
decay heat is removed by two RHRS channels under inversed coolant
flow conditions: the water is supplied to the hot legs or to the ECCS
hydroaccumulator "hot" pipes and returnes to the heat exchanger from
the cold legs. The reactor is closed and the water level during the
repair mode is decreased to empty the hot legs of the coolant loops.
This mode was validated by the direct testing at Zaporoje NPP.

4. Computer tools for analysis of LPS accidents

Analyses of the low power events, mentioned above are being
performed for VVERs using the same computer codes as for the full
power conditions (e.g., DINAMIKA and TECH-M codes developed by
EDO Gidropress or SPACE code developed by Kurchatov Institute).
However some shut down specific events can not be directly covered by
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the existing system codes due to phenomena which are not described in
these codes or due to essential changes in RCS structure under some
shut down conditions. As an example of the relevant situation, the
description [5] of real event at VVER-440 is given below.

Before the event the reactor coolant system was cooled down up to 30
C but the reactor was still closed. The coolant level in the reactor was
200 mm below the main flange, the primary pressure was atmospheric
since the reactor and pressurizer air vents were opened.The decay heat
was removed to SG by natural circulation via three loops, three other
loops were isolated by the main gates and loop 5 was emptied.

In this state the personnel begins to fill the loop 5 with nytrogen to test
the tightness of the valves isolating the RCS from the auxiliary
systems. The pressure in the loop 5 was increased up to 12 bar. Due to
untightness of the main gate the nytrogen begins to flow to the reactor.
Unfortunately at that time the personnel closed the reactor air vent (by
mistake) that resulted in the reactor pressure rise. Under this condition
the reactor level gauge indicated the increasing of water level.
Proceeding from this false indication, the personnel begins to drain the
RCS via one of the inisolated loops. The RCS water inventory decreased
so much that the hot legs were filled up with nytrogen and natural
circulation terminated.

Three hours after that, the reactor outlet coolant temperature increased
up to 124 C that corresponds to the water boiling in the core. The
accident progress was stopped by opening of the reactor air vent and
by supply of borated water into the primary circuit with the make-up
and safety injection pumps. This process was accompanied by water
hammers in some loops.

No fuel damage resulted from this accident sequence. This event
revealed errors in the actions of the personnel, deficiences in the
operation guidelines as for shut down conditions, inadequacy of the
water level measurement. All these findings were taken into account to
exclude such kind of events in the future.
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The description above shows that it would be not easy to predict all the
consequences of some LPS-specific events with the existing system
codes like DINAMIKA, RELAP and others. So the development of new
codes or essential adjustment of the existing codes might be needed for
the detailed analysis of some LPS-specific events.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Accidents which can arise at the reactor planned shutdown have been carefully studied over
the world during a few years. The probabilistic analysis results have shown that the
contribution of accident sequences to the core damage during shutdown and refuelling is
comparable to that during the reactor operation on power.

Normal shutdown of the reactor with further service and refuelling consists of the following
main stages:

cooling-down at a steam-and-water stage to the cold state parameters (coolant
temperature 50-60 °C)
cold state before untightening the reactor (head removal)
service with the head removed and refuelling
cold state before the reactor tightening
heating up (from the moment of the first RCP startup up to the hot state temperature)
hot state (startup reduction of boron concentration).

It is naturally, that from the viewpoint of probability of accidenatal event arise the most
attention should be paid to long-term stationary stages, such as service with the reactor head
removed and refuelling.

Short-term transients from one state of the reactor into another require from the personnel to
be maximum attentive in respect of following the process procedure at startup and shutdown,
therefore, the effect of human factor upon the NPP safety is a subject of serious analysis.

The following important contributors to the core damage are:

boron dilution
loss of residule heat removal with a reduced reactor coolant system inventory
loss of the primary circuit coolant
loss of off-site power supply
fires, and
operator's errors.

This paper consideres the effect of such internal initiating events upon safety of the NPP with
WWER-1000/428 as boron dilution and loss of residual heat removal at the reduced coolant
inventory in the primary circuit.
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2 SAFETY SYSTEM STRUCTURE

The NPP-91 design concept with WWER-1000/428 is consistent with the safety objectives
for evolutionary type advanced reactors.

The active safety systems consist of 4 completely independent trains.

The train capacity, quick action and other characteristics were selected proceeding from a
condition to ensure nuclear and radiation safety under any initiating events considered in the
design. A high degree of the trains physical separation is achieved thanks to the location of
the safety system trains in separate rooms and separate sumps within the containment.

Every safety train has an individual air cooling system with backup power supply.

3 PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS OF EXTERNAL BORON
DILUTION SCENARIOS

3.1 External dilution events analyzed

External boron dilution events in normal reactor operating conditions have been studied in [1]
with probabilistic methods. No external dilution scenarios have been recognized during power
and during planned cooldown. The probabilistic analyses thus concentrate on cold state events
and on reactor startup events. Only core reactivity as right after refuelling has been considered.

During cold state, the following events were studied:

1) Diluted slug enters core by natural circulation when reactor is open after refuelling and
maintenance

2) Diluted slug enters core by residual heat removal (RHR) system
3) Diluted slug enters core when replenishing primary coolant before pressurization
4) Diluted slug enters core by initial starting of the first RCP

During reactor startup in hot state, the following events were studied:

5) Diluted slug enters core by initial starting of startup dilution
6) Startup dilution is not interrupted when all the RCP:s stop, first RCP is started or

natural circulation restarts.

These events arc considered to be comprehensive as to the normal operating conditions. The
numbering of events presented here differs from the one in [1].

Analysis of external boron dilution events was performed in four parts. Cold state events 1,
2 and 4 were analyzed together, and the coolant replenishment event 3 and startup events 5
and 6 alone, respectively.
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3.2 Methods and assumptions

The data for the basic events was either extracted from the mini-PSA -analysis [2] or is based
on expert views. In the latter case, conservatism has been tried to be followed. The
probabilities are assumed to correspond to the probabilities during normal power operational
states where applicable.

Rough screening limits were placed on the ground of the steady-state analyses for the eventual
amount of pure water of different sources to be taken into account in the analysis. For hot and
cold state, conservative limits of 5 m3 and 2 m3 were introduced, respectively (neither mixing
phenomena nor dynamically calculated consequences have been taken into account in these
limits).

The tree of external dilution scenarios was constructed and analyzed with the help of CAFTA
code. Minimum cut sets were obtained by the program in order to evaluate the probability of
the scenarios. Truncation limit of 1E-10 has been applied. Complete list of the assumptions
can be found in [1].

3.3 Analyses of the events

3.3.1 Cold state events 1, 2 and 4

In cold state event 1, natural circulation was studied as a potential reason to inject a slug into
core. The eventual sources of the slug viewed in this event are routes from steam generator,
accumulator, reactor coolant pump (RCP), fire water, decontamination and tanks of make-up
water system for reactor coolant system (KBC11/12BB001).

In cold state event 2, the possibility of a residual heat removal (RHR) system to inject a slug
into core was evaluated. Two scenarios were viewed:

1) the slug is situated in the RHR system at the moment of RHR system start and
2) the slug is situated in a stagnant primary loop, and is injected into core because of

RHR system start in corresponding loop.

The reason to start another system was supposed to be stopping of another operating RHR
system. No cases were viewed in which RHR system were taken into operation even though
another operates normally. No scenarios were viewed in which pure water were injected in
operating RHR system, which would then feed the slug into core.

In cold state event 4, initial startup of the first RCP was studied. Two scenarios were viewed:

1) the slug is situated in a stagnant primary loop at the moment of RCP start in that loop
and

2) the slug hides in volume and boron control system and is injected into core by RCP
start.
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The frequency of cold state events 1, 2 and 4 was calculated to be 5.17E-5 per year by the
present assumptions. Frequency of event 1 alone was calculated to be 3.25E-9/ a, event 2 to
be 2.11E-8 / a and event 4 to be 5.17E-5 / a. Elimination of first two minimum cutsets of
event 4 would alone drop the frequency by two decades.

3.3.2 Coolant replenishment event 3

In coolant replenishment event, primary circuit coolant replenishment before pressurization and
cold startup was studied. A risk of reactivity accident was studied in two scenarios:

1) Operator replenishes primary coolant from borated water storage tanks with
KBB11/12AP001 pumps via startup injection line KBB22-KBA60, and there remains
low-boron water in coolant storage ion exchangers KBB10ATOO1-003 due to
operator backwashing during unpressurized state and

2) Operator replenishes primary coolant from make-up water tank, and a diluted boron
concentration remains in KBC10 piping, there is erroneous dilution in KBC11BB001
tank or operator uses erroneously KBC12BB001 tank for dilution.

The frequency of coolant replenishment event was calculated to be 5.26E-7 per year by the
present assumptions.

3.3.3 Initial starting of startup dilution event 5

In initial starting of startup dilution event, the planned way to perform startup dilution by
feeding the charging pumps straight from KBC11BB001 tank with concentration which is safe
as regards reactivity accidents was studied. Two scenarios were evaluated:

1) Diluted boron concentration in make-up water system enters core by initial starting of
startup dilution and

2) Dilution is performed via deaerator by operator, and there remains a diluted boron
concentration in deaerator which is supposed to enter to core at the moment of initial
starting of startup dilution.

The frequency of initial starting of startup dilution event was calculated to be 2.74E-5 per
year by the present assumptions.

3.3.4 Startup dilution event 6

In event 6, the reactor is in the hot state during startup dilution, when all RCP:s stop, and
dilution is not stopped. Later on, when enough diluted water has entered in the primary circuit,
the first RCP is restarted or natural circulation starts, which is supposed to inject enough
diluted water into the core to induce a reactivity accident. The scenario requires operator to
perform startup dilution by feeding pure or low-boron water via deaerator instead of feeding
the charging pumps straight from KBC11BB001 tank.
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The frequency of event 6 was calculated to be 1.50E-3 per year. In this number, factor 0.01
has been used to describe the probability of startup dilution via deaerator. Due to the
truncation limit IE-10, the calculated frequency would be slightly higher than by factor 100,
namely 3.75E-10 / a, in case startup dilution were always performed via deaerator.

3.4 Results of probabilistic analysis

The overall frequency for external dilution scenarios with potential of a reactivity accident
during normal reactor operating conditions was estimated to be 7.96E-5 per year by the
present assumptions. Inclusion of the cutsets below the truncation limit would not have any
contribution even to the last significant number of the calculated probability. The risk is
dominated by few minimum cutsets, the elimination of which would drop the frequency
drastically. It should be noted, that analyses of transport, mixing and consequences of diluted
slug are expected to show many of the cutsets insignificant. In addition, further examination
of plant characteristics and intended usage might remove many scenarios from the present
model thus reducing the frequency.

The initiating event importance according to absolute and relative contribution of
initiating events is presented below:

Explanation of initiating event

Natural circulation restarts,
reactor open (event 1)

RHR system stops, cold
state after refuelling (event 2)

Frequency

1 / year

5.0E-3

2.9E-2

Contribution

1 / year %

3.25E-9

2.11E-8 0

Coolant replenishment 1.0E-0 5.26E-7 0.7
before pressurization and RCP start
(event 3)

Initial starting of 1st RCP 1.0E-0 5.17E-5 65.3
after refuelling and maintenance
(event 4)

Initial starting of startup 1.0E-0 2.74E-5 33.9
dilution (event 5)

All RCPs fail to run during 1.5E-3 3.75E-10 " 0
startup dilution (event 6)

7.96E-5 100
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It can be seen, that the contribution to the external boron dilution scenarios with potential to
reactivity accident is almost completely caused by the initiating events of initial starting of
first RCP after refuelling and maintenance (65 %) and initial starting of startup dilution (34
%), which are planned events occurring approximately once a year, and in which the actual
reasons for the scenarios lie before the "initiating events".

Analysis of importance revealed that the events of coolant purification ion exchanger
backwashing water, KBC12BB001 tank water or pure decontamination water entrance to core
cover 99 % of the risk according to the present assumptions.

By eliminating these and some other main contributors by either physical bases or by
administrational efforts, the frequency level of 1E-7 /a or lower could be achieved.

3.5 Recommendations for risk reduction

On the ground of the analysis performed, some recommendations have been presented in [1].
A few of them are briefly introduced here:

It is recommended to evaluate, if coolant purification ion exchanger backwashing could
be demanded as a prerequisite for starting boration for planned cooldown.

Startup dilution should be performed by feeding the volume and boron control charging
pumps directly from KBC11BB001 tank. Low capacity charging piston pumps are
recommended to be used in the very beginning of the dilution.

Possibility of separating the charging suction header line KBC10 from KBC12BB001
should be evaluated. Alternatively, boration of KBC12BB001 to safe concentration and
boron concentration measurement to KBC10 line could be considered.

Usage of pure water during decontamination or maintenance with potential to enter to
primary circuit or associated systems should be avoided. When it is necessary to use
pure water, amount of water should be controlled by appropriate means.

Operation with two residual heat removal trains instead of one train is recommended
even though it was not necessary for residual heat removal.

Coolant storage system pumps should not be used for coolant replenishment after
refuelling and maintenance. The replenishment should be done by volume and boron
control pumps.

Significance of the a.m. recommendations should be evaluated separately taking into account
the results of experimental and numerical studies of transport and mixing in the primary circuit
together with the studies of core behaviour during injection of diluted slugs. These studies are
likely to show many analyzed scenarios insignificant thus resulting in decline of the evaluated
risk probability and in insignificance of some of the recommendations, too.
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3.6 Conclusions on probabilistic analysis of external dilution scenarios

The analysis did not indicate any need for major modifications in the planned process systems
or other technical arrangements of the plant concept. The plant design can, thus, be considered
to be adequate as to the ability to prevent reactivity accidents due to external dilution
scenarios, which is as expected.
Adequacy of operating manuals cannot be estimated for the time being, but the presented
recommendations may be exploited when composing the manuals.

4 LOSS OF RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL WITH A REDUCED REACTOR
COOLANT SYSTEM INVENTORY

At the planned shutdown of the reactor for refuelling and inspection of the equipment it is
necessary to decrease the coolant level. In order to extract the RCP removable part for
inspection and repair the level is reduced down to an elevation of the axis of the loop "cold"
leg (the conditions are called "repair cooling-down"). The process of residual heat removal
from the reactor is performed through the core by reverse flow, i.e. along the following circuit:

"cold" leg - RHR system heat exchanger and pump - connection pipe - l.p. safety injection
system (pressure pipeline) - "hot" leg.

The causes leading to disturbances in operation of the RHR system are as follows:

failures (damages) of pumps
failures of the power supply system (normal and emergency)
failures in the intermediate cooling circuit system

- failures of the service water system for safety-important consumers
failures of I&C system
failures of the ventilation system.

The qualitative reliability analysis has shown that the implementation of the RHR functions
is carried out rather reliably.

On the base of estimates, made by the General Designer of the reactor plant - OKB
"Gidropress" (Podolsk, Russia) in this case the operational personnel has enough time, till the
moment of coming dangerous consequences, to take proper corrective measures. At water
evaporation excessive pressure is not created in the reactor upper chamber until the steam
generator warms up. The preliminary calculations have shown that the heat capacity of the
reactor coolant system and SG water allows to accumulate the heat released from the reactor
core during 1.5-2 hours depending on the SG initial temperature state.

The scheme process approaches permit to supply boron solution into the reactor either from
the safety injection system or from the system of the primary circuit normal makeup.

Thus, it may be supposed that the complete loss of of the function of residual heat removal
from the reactor with the reduced coolant inventory has a very small probability. However,
taking into account the potential damage of the core under this event, it is reasonable to advice
the following recommendations for consideration in design NPP-91 with WWER-1000/428:
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1) To carry out the quantitative evaluation of reliable fulfilment of the RHR function

2) To specify the requirements to I&C design

3) To carry out the thermal-hydraulis analysis for proper interpretation of phenomena.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The substantiation of safety of the NPP with WWER-1000/428 requires more deep analysis
of safety with the reactor shutdown.

At the present time Institute Atomenergoproekt (Saint Petersburg) and OKB Gidropress
(Podolsk) began to perform systematical safety analyses for reactor of VVER-1000/428 type
in regard to the reactor shutdown conditions aimed at obtaining the complete analytical results
for further development of manuals and regulations for accidents of this type.

The presented results are a part of those investigations.

It should be pointed out, that the four-train structure of the safety systems has the evident
advantage when substantiating the safety.
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Methodology applied to investigation of Risk from Low Power and Shutdown
operation of Rovno NPP units 1,2 (WWER-440/213).

G.Gromov, I. Lola, L. Saguidoulline, S. Sholomitsky, V. Shikhabutinov
STC on Nuclear and Radiation Safety, NRS, Ukraine.

Abstract

This paper presents methodology applied to Low Power and Shutdown operation Risk
investigation of Rovno NPP units 1,2. There are also provided and discussed the results of
definition of IEs and their initial and boundary conditions that require the detailed
thermohydraulic analysis to be conducted. This work is being performed in the framework of
National program of Ukrainian NPPs safety reassessment and its pilot study for WWER-
440/213 - "Rovno" project. According to plans of Regulatory Body the Guide on Lou-
Power & Shutdown operation Risk Assessment of WWER-type reactors based on analysis of
these works is to be developed [l].

1. Brief discussion of Methodology Applied

Low power and shutdown operation risk investigation is primarily directed to
definition of the list of IEs and detailed accident sequences scenarios with dangerous end
states and correspondent risk comparable with main risk contributors at nominal power
operation. On the basis of this study the appropriate refueling and accident management
procedures with relevant recovery actions are to be developed in order to reduce the risk of
low power and shutdown operation.

With respect to this, to obtain from logic point of view the boundaries between
nominal power operation and low power & shutdown operation and to determine the main
states of the latter mode the diagram of states during refueling outage has been developed
for Rovno NPP units 1 and 2 [2]. The diagram enables to take into account vast majority of
IEs to be investigated is presented in Figure 1.

Taking into consideration (1) boundaries of Low Power and Shutdown operation, (2)
main phases of this operation mode (see Figure 1) and (3) configuration of systems
operating with respect to these phases the following groups of events has been selected at
expert level for further search /determination among them the representative sequences
which thermohydraulic analysis are required for:

• Reactivity events
- addition of diluted accumulator water during shutdown;
- inadvertent boron dilution at shutdown;

• Loss of Residual Heat Removal System (RHS)
• Loss of Reactor Coolant Inventory
• Loss of Electrical Power
• Overpressurization of Reactor Coolant System (RCS)

The scheme shown in Figure 2 has been applied for determination of representative
sequences among the above specified IEs groups [3],

11/5/95
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According to this diagram the way 1 or 2 is selected and the correspondent analysis
is performed. In case the investigation shows that no interest should be paid to result, the
detailed analysis is not being performed. This means that in the case the frequency of end
state occurrence is low enough no detailed consequences analysis is performed.

2. Loss of RHS investigation sample

The states C and E (see Figure 1) have been selected as the most dangerous in case
of Loss of RHS event. In these states the coolant level in the reactor vessel is
approximately 300 mm below the main reactor flange.

The other states are less dangerous from the available time between loss of RHS
occurrence and bulk boiling appearance with further fuel uncovery point of view, due to
much more coolant inventory. The following configurations of front line systems correspond
to C and E states at Rovno NPP Units 1, 2:

• One LPIS train operates through planned cool-down line. The second train is in
"hot" standby mode. The third train is in maintenance mode.

• Planned cool-down through secondary side system is in maintenance mode but can
be put into operation if necessary during 40 - 80 minutes (two trains of three) as
LPIS alternative.

• Make-up system is in standby (two pumps are available, one in maintenance
mode) for boron concentrate injection.

The following support systems are in operation:

• normal electric power supply (reserve transformer supplied from 110 kV
switchyard or from Unit 2)

• essential electric power supply system is in online mode (two standby diesel
generators are available, the third one in maintenance)

• essential service water system (two trains available, third one in maintenance)
• relevant to Sequence loading Program start I&C systems.

Taking into account the existing configurations of systems at Units 1, 2 of Rovno
NPP the event tree provided in Figure 3 has been developed. The relevant front line
systems were taken as Top events. The frequency of being in the modes C and E is 0.25
|4]. The calculations of end state realization have been performed with application of Rovno-
1 NPP probabilistic model under REVEAL_W computer code [5]. The fragments of
probabilistic model under REVEAL demonstrating the approach applied are presented in
attachment. The resulting probability for the potential for a significant event is 2.2E-5.

Similar investigations are currently performed/being performed for the group of
events are presented in the previous chapter. The results of investigation are presented in
the Table 1.
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TABLE 1. Summary of Accidents during Low Power & Shutdown
operation for Rovno NPP Units 1, 2

Event

Reactivity events
- addition of diluted accumulator water

during shutdown;
- inadvertent boron dilution at shutdown

Loss of Residual Heat Removal System

Loss of Reactor Coolant Inventory

Loss of Electrical Power

Overpressurization of Reactor Coolant
System

Expected Consequences for
Worst Sequence

Boiling/core uncovery

Same as above

Same as above

Same as above

No analysis

Estimated
Frequency

<lE-8/RY
insignificant

2.2E-5

<lE-8/RY
insignificant

1.38E-6

<lE-8/RY
insignificant

3 Conclusions

In the current paper methodology and main results obtained in the framework of Low
Power and Shutdown Risk investigation for Rovno NPP units 1, 2 are provided. The study
is directed to determination of the accident sequences for which the detailed analyses are
required, to prepare recommendations for Accident and Refueling Management for risk
reduction.

As the results of the investigations two accident sequences were defined: Loss of
RHS and Loss of Electrical Power, which such detailed analyses are scheduled to be
performed for. After results of such analyses will be obtained it is planned to determine
more precisely the contribution of personnel to the frequency of accident consequences
realization.

The experience gained from this study will form a basis for the development of
correspondent Guide, the necessity of which is currently being discussed in Regulatory
Body. *
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nominal
power"

decay
heat

A,H - nominal power operation /beyond the scope of Low Power and Shutdown
operation analysis.

B-G - low power and shutdown /object of Risk from Low Power & Shutdown
operation analysis.

B - Power reduction and shutdown /duration a 16 hours.
C - low level in reactor, opening of reactor lid /duration » 2.5 -s- 3 days.
D - high level, refueling /duration » 2 •*• 2.5 weeks.
E - low level in reactor /closing of reactor lid /duration « 2.3 -s- 3 days.
F - reactor is filled, pre-operation tests /duration » 16 days.
G • startup /duration « 2 hours.

Fig. 1. Main RCS states during refueling outage
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Fig. 2. Diagram for Representative Accident Sequences Screening
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Fig. 3. Event tree for Loss of RHS
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ATTACHMENT. Fragments of the Probabilistic Model for Rovno NPP, Unit 1.
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MOV 1T0-5
Success
to open

i i i
Fig. 2.4 Low Level Success Tree. Secondary Normal Cooling System in RHR Mode.
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Fig. 3 Low Level Success Tree. Essential Service Water with Links.
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Fig. 3.1 Low Level Success Tree. Non-essential Power Supply of 1RB Busbar.
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CK 0.22 kV l_ l
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ZL.
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Fig. 3.2 Low Level Success Tree. Essential Power Supply of 11R Busbar.
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